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HARDING UNIVERSIT Y STUDENT PUBLICATION
SPORTS
The Bisons prepare for Saturday's annual
spring football
game.
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Forbes Replaces Czech
President In ASI Series

WWW.HARDING.EDU/THEBISON

SOLDIERS' STORIES

Saying 'I Do', Saying 'Goodbye'

In Late Change Of Plans, Forbes
Returns For First Time Since 1994
By ALLISON WEAVER
student reporter

most people

rightnow is the

economy.
"Forbes will
mogul Steve Forbes
be good to inwill be taking his place in speakform us about
ing at Harding for the American
the economy
Studies Institute on April 24 after
because he is
Czech Republic President Vaclav
very tuned in
Klaus, the originally schedu led
to what's going
speaker, was called away to politiForbes
on \vith our
cal duties.
Once the AS! fuund out about economy," Reely said.
Second, Forbes will address the
rhe cancellation they had to ger
busy in order to find a replace- other concern that is on everyone's
mind, the upcoming election.
ment speaker for April.
He will express his opinio n on
Joe Ford, a member of the
AS! board, has connections with the preside.ntial election and the
Forbes, who is one of the richest different candidates. Forbes is
men in the world and currently a strong believer in Aar tax and
serves as President and CEO of will most likely address that issue.
Forbes as well as the Editor-ln- He recently published a book
on the flat tax issue, one of his
Chief of Forbes Magazine.
Forbes spoke at Harding during main platform points when he
the lecrure series in 1994. Since campaigned for the Republican
then, the Institute has tried to presidential nomination in 1996
'
get him to come back through and 2000.
Reely said he feels that people
the years, bur there was ahvays
a scheduling conflict since he is are pleasantly surprised that the
AS! board got Forbes on such
such a busy tnan.
Ford con racced Forbes and short notice, and ch ar there
asked him if he would be available should be a good crowd to come
out, including people from the
to come and speak at Harding;
Forbes had no other plans and community.
"Mr. Forbes is one of the most
agreed to come back.
Bob Reely, director of cl1e AS!, articulate, well informed CEO's
didn't think it was any harder to in the country," Reely said.
Klaus co ntac ted the AS!
get Forbes to come even with the
board to inform them that he
ri1ne crunch.
"It just happened to fall in had an affairs of state meeting
line; he was available and it just with Germa ny an d Hungary
happened to work out," Reely during the week that he planned
on being in Amer ica. Si n ce
said .
Reely said he believes cl1ere are Germany and Hungary are the
two main issues that Forbes will Czech Republic's n eighboring
bring to Harding that will benefit co u nr rie s and the meetings
the people that attend the meet- co nfli cted with the AS! date, he
ing. One, the greatest concern to had to give them priority.
Busines~

.

photos courtesy of Lawing family
Brad Lawing (above and below) was injured by grenade fragments in Iraq while trying to aid an injured fellow soldier and was awarded a
purple heart in the effort. Lawing, a Harding student, had to leave his newly~wed wife Trisha in Searcy when he was deployed in 2004.

Young Harding Couples Endure Strain Of Living A World Apart
Editors note: This is the itCond artick
of three installments in remembrance
ofthe ongoing war in the Middk East,
and the Harding students fighting
overseas.
By JARED ABELSON
student reporter
Without a doubt, the military lifestyle certainly does not make having a
family easy. With frequent moves and
lengthy tours of duty, many military
marriages end in divorce.
In the past, the military kept the
top ic of divorce low key. To some

extent, chis is still the case. Divorce
is a touchy subject in America. Different figures fly around concerning
the nation's divorce rate, and the same
is true for the military.
Spc. Brad Lawing, a senior molecular biology and biochemimr
major at Harding joined the Army
National Guard in 2002 to help pay
for college and deployed to Baghdad,
Iraq, in January 2004.
The military does offer benefits
that make the lifestyle more appealing
to many American families. According to an analysis done by the Rand
see IRAQ page 3a

Poet Overcomes Hurdles To Achieve National Acclaim
By CARA GUGLIELMON
assistant copy editor

W

TAYLOR DURHAM IThe Bison
Noted poet Miller Williams speaks to a group of students and faculty at the Cone Chapel on April 10,
reading sections of his poetry. Williams was chosen to write and deliver a poem at President Clinton's
1997 inaugural address.

hen Miller Williams received the
results of his 1947
freshman aptitude test at
Hendrix College, it seemed
like his career as an English
and Foreign Language studies
major had just plummeted off
a cliff to an unexpected death
on the rocks below.
The results?
The college's psychology
department, Williams told the
Port Folio Weekly, said he had
"absolutely no aptitude in the
hand.ling of words. "
Williams is now one of
contemporary America's
best-known poets and has
won pages of awards, including Harvard University's Amy
Lowell Traveling Fellowship
in Poetry and the Prix de
Rome for Literature. President
Clinton chose him to author

Students Realize Mission With 'Denited'

and read a poem at the 1997
presidential inauguration.
Williams must not have
heeded those aptitude test
resu lts.
Williams, who read selections of his poetry at H arding
on April I 0, did not become
a successful poet through co nventional means. Born April
8, 1930, in rural Hoxie, Ark.,
then a town with a population of 1,448 people, Williams
started writing poet ry in his
teenage years.
"I found satisfaction in
(writing] what l was feeling
anc! thinking and putting it
on a page in such a way that a
person would understand what
I was feeling and thinking,"
Williams said. ''And I had difficulty saying it in a straightforward way."
After his freshman year at
Hendrix College and the advice
of the head of the psychology department to heed the

aptitude test results, Williams
changed his major and earned
a bachelor's degree in biology
from Arkansas State College
{now Arkansas State University) where he later transferred.
On a scientific academic path
and having been declared verbally inept, Williams published
his first collection of poetry,
"Et Cetera," in 1952.
And the writing didn't stop.
Although he went on co earn
a master's degr,ee in zoology at
th e University of Arkansas, his
published works were nearly all
poetry, short stories and literary
criticism.
Eventually, he became what
he called an "'ABO' - all but
dissertation" in the field of
physiology and biology, attending two years of medical school
at the University of Mississippi. For the next 12 years, he
taught biology and chemistry
at various colleges, including
see POET page 3a

Web Chat

New Clothing Company Promotes Cleaner Water Throughout Globe
By KATIE ULLIMAN
student reporter
When junior Matt McCormick
traveled co Togo, West Africa, to
visit his 1nissionary sister and saw
cl1e great needs of the country, the
last piece of a four-year puzzle
fina lly fit into place.
After meeting at a church camp
in their home state of California,
McCormick and senior Ryan
Davenport came up with the idea
of starting their own clothing
company. At first, their goals for
this entrepreneurial project were
merely for the benefit of keeping
money in their wallets.
"We were thinking about the
amount of money we kept spending on clothes and we thought
that we could create a company
ofour own that had high quality

clothing with a unique design,"
McCormick said.
Denited Clothing Company
began taking shape as the boys
created a co mpany logo and
the sketches of their first T-shirt
designs. The project faded into
the background. however, as
they finished hi gh sc hool and
then fo llowed their coll egiate
pursuits.
Both came to Harding to
major in business and kept Deni red in the back of their minds.
While traveling with the H UG
program in the sum1ner of2007,
they resumed the project, seeing
world needs in every country
they visited and slowly forming
an idea to make their co mpany
stand out.
"Our original intent was for us
just to have a clothing company

established by the theme of unity,
but after traveling the world, we
knew we couldn't ignore some of
the problems and that we had
to do so mething to help," McCormick said.
The two began seeking advice
from the business fuculty at Harding, including teachers like Ellis
and Lori Sloan and Mike Emerson. During Christmas break of
2007, the company finally came
together under one main goal:
humanitarian needs.
During his Christmas trip to
Africa co visit his sister, McCormick saw the great and immediate
need the people ofTogo had for
clean water and it clic;ked that he
and Davenport would use this as
their charitable project.
"It really gave us the direction
in which we wanted to help,'' he

Denited Company
Showcase
When: April 25, 6:30 p.m.
until closing time
Where: Underground Coffee
House
What ! Denited merchandise
will be sold. Slideshows fea·
turing recent Afri ca trip will
be shown.
Music: Carson Medders,

Dusty Hanes, John Labella,
Jay Hungerford, Our Plan to
Destroy Everything
said. "I saw the water the people
were drinking over there and
knew right away that we had to
do something."
The two turned their clothing
company into a charitable one,
selling T-shirts and sweatshirts to
donate more than 20 percent of
see DENITED page 6a

TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
Web design and interactive media students host a live web
conference with Designfarm, a media o rganization from

Tallahassee, Fla.
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Demand Grows
For Potatoes
With worries of a food shortage looming over many
parts of the world, the potato is returning to center
stage.
For centuries, the potato was valued for its versatility:
it can grow almost anywhere, relatively quickly and with
very little water. In the past
century, the humble tuber's
reputation for being fattening
and dull (for a vegetable) has
caused it to fall out o)favor.
Currently, the potato
ranks third on the list of the
world's most important food
crops, behind wheat and
rice. However, a booming
global population, more farm
POTATO
land being repurposed for
biofuel production and high fertilizer prices have caused
the prices of wheat and rice to soar.
As a result, some governments are pushing the
potato as an affordable, healthy and readily-available
alternative. Peru has started handing out potato bread in
order to promote the vegetable among its citizens, and
China has become the world's #1 potato producer.
Unfortunately, international trade of potatoes is
made difficult by their weight and their tendency to rot in
transit This didn't stop the United Nations from naming
2008 the "International Year of the Potato."
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VT Shootings
Remembered
Students at Virginia Tech came together on Wednesday to remember and mourn lost friends and professors
on the anniversary of the worst mass shooting in recent
U.S. history.
It has been a year since Virginia Tech student
Seung-Hui Cho killed 31 students and faculty members,
using two handguns, before ending his own life. The
tragedy forced many universities to revisit their policies
on campus security and the mental health of students.
Virginia Tech has spent $10 million on measures meant
to prevent another massacre, but last Wednesday was
about unity and healing for many of its students.
At the semi-circle of 32 stones, a memorial constructed hours after last year's attack by surviving students,
15,000 people gathered to hear speeches and to listen
as the names and accomplishments of each victim were
read aloud. No mention of Cho, the shooter, was made.
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TAYLOR DURHAM /The Bison
Harding students join forces with Searcy residents to give back to the community last Saturday as part of the Community Cleanup Challenge.

Pope Visits White House
As part of his U.S. visit, Pope Benedict XVI met with
President Bush on Wednesday.
The conference included a public welcoming
ceremony on the White House's South Lawn, which
doubled as an 81st birthday party for the head of the
Roman Catholic Church. A
cheering, singing crowd of
13,500 people came out for
the celebration. Benedict addressed the crowd on issues
of diplomacy and humanitarian
aid, urging Americans to show
"concern for the greater human
family."
Afterwards, Benedict met
privately with Bush in the
BENEDICT XVI
Oval Office to discuss U.S.
methods of combating
terrorism, global poverty and disease. The two leaders
reached a mutual agreement, according to the White
House, that religion must not be used to "justify immoral
and violent acts against innocents."
Reports say that Benedict prayed together with Bush
and his wife, both Methodists, at the conclusion of the
meeting.
Crowds lined up along the path of the pope's motorcade as he left the White House. Many sang praises
and hoped for a blessing from Benedict, who has been
hailed as an unapologetic defender of Catholic dogma.
Others turned out with signs and bullhorns denouncing
the pope for allegedly protecting Catholic clergymen
accused of pedophilia.

"All I can tell you is that I
admire and respect Jack
Murtha. Speak for yourself, Jack. I'm doing fine.
.Thanks."
-Arizona senator and
presidential candidate John McCain, in response to Democratic
Pennsylvania representative John
Murtha's statement that McCain
is too old to be the President of
the United States. At age 72,
McCain would be the oldest man
to win the presidential election in
U.S. history. Murtha, who is 75,
says the presidency is "no old
man's job."

"Never will we accept in our
profession that a judge decides if a young girl is skinny
or not skinny."
-

Didier Grumbach,

president of French Federation
of Couture, reacting to a bill that
would make it illegal to promote
images of extremely thin women
in France. The bill is a reaction
to the problem of anorexic girls
in Europe, which supporters link
to the glorification of ultra-thin
fashion models.

"They said we could go
but we couldn't walk. We
were crawling out the
door."
-- Faustina Chikwana, a
Zimbabwean citizen, on how she
was harassed by a gang of alleged
Zanu-PF thugs for not voting for
President Robert Mugabe in the
national elections. Zimbabwe has
yet to determine the winner of its
presidential election.

"Now, I just want to know

the smell of a $100 bill."
-Majid Mishari, an Iraqi
man who owns a shoe factory
in Baghdad, on how violence in
the city has negatively affected
his sales. In the past two weeks,
numerous attacks have been
carried out on security forces in
Iraq's capitol city, killing dozens.

For1
M

"I am a little tired of prosecuting Mrs. Bardot"
--French prosecutor Anne
de Fontette, on why she is seeking a tougher sentence for former
French film star Brigitte Bardot for
her 5th trial on charges of "inciting racial hatred." Bardot, 73, has
been an outspoken critic of Islam
in Europe, and in her latest comments had accused French Muslims of "destroying our country."
She was fined 5,000 euros for her
last similar offense.

.t

Voter Protests,
Ingests Ballot

GiJ

An Italian man, frustrated with his country's political _
system, decided to express his grievances last Sunday when Italy held its parliamentary elections.
The 41-year-old businessman from Naples showed
his distaste for all politicians and politics by chewing
and swallowing his paper ballot. Police arrested the
man on charges of destroying election materials.
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String Orchestra Concert
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IRAQ: Military Medic Strengthens Faith And Marriage Despite Numerous Challenges
at Walter Reed were ordered to

we want to try to square away

go into formation each morning

as best we can ."

and were then able to do work
around the hospital. Ac first, Brad
had a job fixing pagers, but as an
aspiring doctor, was able to get
a more beneficial job shadowing doctors for coundess hours.
Though Harding was nor able co
accept any of che suggested credit
hours rhe Army offers to srudenc
soldiers, Brad was still able to

Although Brad and Trisha
were not currently enrolled as
Harding students, che univer-

"My friend Will, for example,
is in his third year al medical
school right now and we came
co Harding together, so chat
means I'm off by about four

sity was able to secure chem an

years," Brad said..

apartment in Harding Village.
Trisha said being at Harding
and being surrounded by her
Chri<tia n friends helped her
and Brad struggle through the
very challenging time in their

capitalize on his time spent at

young lives.

head, Brad was then transferred
the now inf.unous Walter Reed
Army Medical Center. Walter
Reed lacer became the center
of controversy in 2007 after allegations of patient neglect and
nighanarish bureaucracy surfaced,

entitled to.
lnMardi2003, Lawing, a native
of Lewisville, Texas, got engaged
and sec the dare of his wedding in
December of that same year. He
found our he would be leaving
for Iraq in October, only months
before his we~ding.
"I wasn't tlu:illed beciuse anytime
you have expectations it is kincf
of a lee down," Brad said.
His wife, Trisha, dealt with
the nervousness and sadness

families is an issue the military
is currently addressing and hopes
to soon alleviate by decreasing
deployment rimes.

en1broiling the hospital.
Bracl experienced firsthand
the frustration of many veterans
\Vho were being cared for at the

Forrunarely for Brad, his
young marriage did not end in
divorce upon his return to the
U.S. However, his trip co the
U.S. came six months into his
12-month tour of dury because
he was injured while crying to
help an injured soldier.
"We were going in to gee a guy
our, who had his leg blown off,
and rhe enemy kept pounding
on us, and they threw a grenade

center.
"The physicians did an excellent job caking care of me, but
I had to gee a congressional
investigation put on because I
had a monrh of care and then
spent eight months sitting chere

any military spouse would deal

in my alley," Brad said.

from doctors who were never
around. Your immediate care

with, only days after the couple's
wedding.
While in Iraq, Brad served as
an infantry medic charged with
caring for more than 40 men.
It was during his tour rhac Brad
noticed how rampant divorce
was among many of his fellow
servicemen.
"Because of combar stress
and the difficulties that brings
on a marriage, many of my guys'
wives divorced them either during their deployment or after,"
Lawing said.

The grenade fragmencs hurt
Brad, and shrapnel tore into his
body from his feer to his head.
With Brad's job as a medic,
Trisha was not complerely surprised to get a phone call from
her husband saying chat he would
be going into surgery. She did
not expect to hear her husband
say that he would be che patient
this time.
"He just told me he was having brain surgery and he loved
me and he would .call me after,"
Trisha said. "It took a couple of

is_excellent, but to get in and
get a doctor's signature takes a
long time."
During his stay at Walter Reed,
Brad's wife Trisha, a 2006 Harding graduate, took a semester off
from pursuing her major in early
childhood education so she could
visit her husband as much as passible. Trisha was able ro spend the
first month with Brad before she
was sent home but then was able
to spend about a week every two
months with her husband.
After a while, those staying

cal 'c overage, ra'.:x exemptions,
separation aJlowances and a

plethora of assistance that the
average civilian family is not

•

hours, bur he didn't get to call
me; his sergeant called me."

Divorce is an ever-present
problem for the U.S. military.
The Army News Service reported
chat 8,367 army couples divorced
in 2005. Of all army marriages,
2.8 percent ended in divorce when
war began in 2003. That number
spiked to 3.9 percent in 2004 but
was estimated to be less than 3.3
percent in 2007. The stress that
burdens many soldiers and their

CONTINUED from la
Corporation, "about one in seven
active duty members enter the
military married, and by the
eighth year of service chree-quarters of members are married and
have children." Because of the
vase number of families in the
military, dependants of active
duty members receive medi-

After successful surgery to
remove shrapnel from his foot and
to

doing nothing," Brad said.

"They cook forever to gee my
paperwork done. The problem
was you had to get signatures

Walcer Reed.
Upon Brad's discharge from
Walter Reed and demobilization,
the couple soon faced another
challenge. While Brad was deployed, Trisha had approached
Harding with her situation and
was granted permission to live in
the dormitories even though she
was married. The couple was not
able co secure a house before Brad's
deployment, and after Trisha left
the university for a semester, the
couple was once again faced with
a housing crisis.
Dean of Students David Collins said char in situations such as
these, the university assists srudents
in any way possible.
"We are very proud of those
students who are willing to do
that for us, and because of that
we are here to support them in
any \vay," Collins said. "Every
situarion is different as far as
family and personal circu1nstances. On our end, besides not
attending class anymore and che
coming back, there are always
financial and housing issues that

"It brought me closer to God
because He was the only one who
knew my situation and knew

how co comfort me and what
I needed," Trisha said. "I could
feel God's comfort throughout
the whole thing."
And even though the military
is nor always equated with faith,
Brad said char his service only
helped nurrure his faith.
"I don'r chink I ever went
through a time in the military
where I didn't have a close Chriscian buddy," Brad said. "There
were always sources of light,
even thoug~ sometimes it was
very barren.
Though he was ab le to
recover, Brad was medically
discharged from the Army
National Guard and given 40
percent disabiliry. Because he is
more than 20 percent disabled,
almost everything he needs
for school is paid for by the
military through sip hon s and
other benefits. However, Brad's
military service disrupted his
academic career greatly.

POET: Williams' Poetic Works Inspire A Diverse Audience

•

•

CONTINUED from 1 a
Millsaps College in Mississippi and Wes leyan College in
Georgia.
"I knew by the time I was
in high school char l wouldn't
be able to earn a living writing poetry and figured that an
academic environment would
be an encouraging context for
the life of a poet," Williams
said. "Almost all the poers I've
known throughout my life have
followed chis path."
After chose years, his steady
life of science would change
dramatically.
While teaching at Wesleyan
College, Williams met and developed a friendship with Flannery
O'Connor, an American short
story writer famous for her focus
on the decaying South and her
combination of the tragic and
brural. O'Connor's &rm, Andalusia, was only about five minutes
from the college. Williams said
the two would read each other's
work while Williams' daughter
Lucinda played with O'Connor's
fumed peacocks.
"I'd say, 'you call 'em shore
stories, but I just think they're
long poems,' and she'd say, 'well,
you call 'em poems and I chink
they're shore stories," Williams raid
the Pore Folio Weekly. "le got co
where I'd go over there every two
or three weeks."
When Louisiana State University advertised for a poet to teach
in their English Department in
1961, O'Connor recommended
Williams, despite his having only
three hours of college freshman
English.
"She saw the ad and, wichour
mentioning it to me, wrote them
and said, 'the person you want
teaches biology at Wesleyan College,'" Williams told the Port Folio
Weekly. ''1hey couldn't believe chat,
of course, but they couldn't ignore
Flannery O'Connor."
After LSU read some of Williams' work, they hired him for
the English department in 1962.
Since then, he has raught English at
Loyola University in New Orleans
and returned to ASU as part of
rhe English deparrment and the
graduate program in creative writ-

ing, currently serving as professor
emeritus.
Williams also founded and
edited The New Orleans Review
. while at Loyola and helped found
the University ofArkansas Press in
l 980. Williams said he pursued
these excursions into the publishing
world because he "enjoyed seeing
good poems and scoties and worthy
books being read."
Becoming a publisher did not
keep Williams from generating
works to be published. He has
authored, edited or translated 31
volwpes of poerry, lirerary criticism
and iiction.
lhe fbrtFolio Weekly quoted one
critic who said, "While his poetry
is raughc at Princeton and Harvard,
ic's read and understood by squirrel
hunters and tax! drivers."
Williams also notes a strand
of sin1plicity running rhrough
his work.
"My poems are simply about
our srumbling along in the phenomenological world and the joy
of growing as we do," Williams
said.
H e labeled every good poem
as a poem about people and said
his goal in poetry is co connect
with people.
"When I write a poem, I want
it to become a different conversation with each person who reads
it, the poem always beginning as
mine and ending as the reader's,"
Williams said.
He also said his poetry thrives
on contradiction.
"Every work of art takes its
life from an internal conflict, the
essence of irony," Williams said.
"We're especially compelled co
follow up on a conversation that
begins with the assertion, 'I love
her, but .. .'or 'I want co make my
home in hell' or 'My mother was
too perfect."'
Williams, finding in poetry an
outlet for self-expression since his
teen years, has done more than
publish an exrensive body of
poetry. In the 1970s, he founded
the Poetry in the Prisons Program
to give inmates a new oudet of
expression for thoughts and feelings. This poetry program was
successful.
"Some of chose in charge of

Chapel Change
Mixes Routine
By BETHANY LOFTIS
student reporter

TAYLOR DURHAM IThe Bison
Poet Miller Wiiiiams recites a selection of his poetry at Harding on
April 10. His works have been taught at Princeton and Harvard.

the prison told rrie chat a number
of the prisoners became less and
less cranky the more rhey wrore,"
Williams said.
He has also contribured ro rhe
songwriting process of his daugl1ter Lucinda Williams, three-time
Grammy award \Vinnet who was
named "Americ.a's Best Songwriter"
by TIME magazine in 2001.
"During all of her career, she
has shown me every song she's
written and asked for feedback
and criticism," Williams cold che
Port Folio Weekly.
Along with cultivating a friendship with Flannery O'Connor
and his relationship \Vith his
well-known daughter, Williams
knew Bill Clinton when Clinton
was a law school professor at the
Universiry of Arkansas. Williams
also worked with Roberr Frost on
the staff ac the Bread LoafWricer's
Conference in Vermont.
"Boch [O'Connor and Frost's]

Your dad will love getting a bill
from us because he will know
that we took good care of you.

friendships enriched not only my
work bur my life, and my life will
always be richer for having known
rhem as friends," Williams said.
"Their work became important to
me because every poem and story
became a dialogue bern..en theaud1or
and the reader, and they became
important to me even beyond the
affection felt as they worked on
my work, helping me co make chis
happen in what I wrote."
Living and working among successful people like O'Connor, Frost,
Clinron and Lucinda Williams, and
having success, Williams knows
about achieving dreams__._even if
the achievement comes in spite of
negative aptirude tests and through
unconventional means.
"As for dreams and aspirations
in general, my advice is to be sure
the talent is there and then to be
practical in protecting and expressing it," Williams said. "We don't
live in a dream world."

With the bad comes the
good though. For Brad and
Trisha, the military has helped
srrengthen cheir marriage and
will help propel Brad further
along towards his goal of
becoming a physician. One
of rhe major benefits that
Brad was able to capitalize
on while at Walter Reed was
shadow hours, something he
says many students are "fighting for." He was also able to
become a certified paramedic
while serving in Iraq, and has
a great resume now that will
include very beneficial letters
of recommendation.
"! can attest to medical school
that I can handle a very stressful
situation and stay under control.
I've done rwo minor surgeries
supervised by doctors, and I can
give IVs," Brad said.
This summer, Brad said he
plans to take the MCAT for
the first time in order to get
one step closer to his dream of
becoming a doctor. Next, he
will begin applying co medical
schools, both locally in Arkansas
and in his wife's home state of
California.
Regardless of where life cakes
them next, however, the Lawings
will no longer be a world apart.
They will rravel rogecher.

This past year Harding has
tried to make chapel more interesting by splitting srudencs
into smaller groups.
Last semester, there was split
chapel where men and women
attended different sessions. This
semester, students were split by
departments. Thisjs the first time
Harding has cried deparrmefjtal
chapels.
With suggestions from
students and faculty members,
·three departmental chapels were
organized for this semester to
give more variety to the everyday
chapel .:::tudents 3.re used to. The
departmental chapels focused on
how students can keep cheii fuich
in their spec ific careers.
"This would allow the various colleges to invite keynote
speakers from outside the
university to share how they
use their faith in their current
jobs," assistant to the president
Nate Copeland said .
This was a continuation of
this year's theme of" Real Faith
in the Real World."
Another goal for the departmental chapels was ro help
students to get involved in the
devotionals, because not everyone
will speak in front of more than
3,500 people.
.
After meering with all the
deans of che colleges, Copeland
lee rhem decide how they wanted
co split up.
The biggest problem they
came across was finding a place
for the undecided majors. The
final decision was co let them
choose where chey went. Learning
more about how to apply faith
in a certain care er could help
the undecided majors find the
right career.
Deparcmencal chapel allows each department to meet
together and for people co lead
worship in smaller groups and
also allows for better relation-

GUARDIAN
OF THE

MEMORIES:

SEARCY

"Any time you try
something new, you
will have people who
like it and people
who don't care for it.
We have made every
effort to make th is as
smooth of a trial run
as we possibly can."
Nate Copeland
assistant to the president
ships between faculry members
and st udents.
"It allows them to interact in
something outside of academia,"
Copeland said.
,
There are also a few negatives
to splitting up chapel. It is hard
to find pl::tces for everyone to
meet and to keep an accurate
attendance record. The biggest
con is that the university is not
all cogerher.
"Any time you try something
new, you will have people who
like it and people who don't care
for it," Copeland said. "We have
made every effort ro make this •
as smooth of a crial run as we
possibly can. I have heard mixed
reviews from boch students and
faculty and staff. I have probably
heard nvice as much positive as
I have negative."
Deparcmencal chapels will
not be held in the fall semester because of the 9 a.m. and
I 0 a.m. chapel model. There
are plans to try to them again
next spring if all students 6c in
the Benson for a single chapel
beginning at 9 a.m., just like
this year.
Copeland said he plans co
meet with a student group and a
faculty group co get more feedback
regarding departmental chapel
and what is in the furure for
it. He said he does not believe
attendance drops significancly
when chapel is splir between
rhe departments.

Guardian of ilie Memories: Se<1rey
Frank W. Brown, MD
This book is a tollertion of
memories of growing up in the rural
South during the late 1960s and

1970s near Searcy, Atkanilas. The
memories are of a young boy who is
disadvantaged educationally but
gifted in sW"\iviag in the deep woods
as a hunter, trapper, and tl;ihermao.
The stories show bis transformation
into a young scholar who became the
first in his family to attend college

and then to enter medical school.
To Order:
www.trafford.com/07-2493
or 1-888-232-4444

(And you didn't have to worry about the money!)

FRANK W, Bl(OWN, MD

Price: $21 (US)
161 Pages
fSDN: 978-1-4251-5570..4
Information: \llWW.FrankBrown.US
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India Produces
Unique Kids

These Sentences Should Be Sentenced

L

ong before Hollywood directors started putting outtakes
into DVDs, English professor
Richard Lederer know the value of a '
good gaffe. While most of his colleagues barely scrape together a living
writing academic books and inserting
commas by the truckload into student
papers, Lederer has gotten rich off f
other people's blunders. From fractured
punctuation to misplaced modifiers to
Freudian slips in spelling, the spotting
of bad prose has become a lucrative
American pastime.
Lederer's 1987 best-seller "Anguished English" is a collection of
howlers that have appeared in advertisements, church bulletins, newspapers and college essays. To give one
example, he found a sign outside an
LA club that read "Good clean dancing
every night but Sunday," which, of
course, makes one wonder what exactly
goes on there on Sunday.
Lederer has gone on to publish
"The Bride of Anguished English, Get
Thee to a Punnery," and over 25 other
books. With Letterman and Leno
showing goofball headlines, with sports
blooper videos selling like hotcakes,
with American Idol putting its worst
auditions on the air and with klutzes
all ovoc America becoming instant
celebrities on YouTube, incompetence
has never been more popular, or more
exploited. That is why I don't feel
nearly as much shame as I should in
writing this week's column. It's time to
dip into the "Bad Sentences" file.
Every writing teacher has one.
While we all see examples of botched
syntax, mangled phrasing and creative
• punctuation every day, there are certain
errors that go beyond the ordinary into
the realm of the delightful. These go
into the file - anonymously - to be
savored and cherished later. I'm not
talking about the garden variety errors,
but those goofs that are unintentionally
funny.
This often happens with spelling.
For instance, I couldn't help but smile
when a student once wrote, "Spelling is
my worst enamy." Once I got a paper

MICHAEL CLAXTON

Guest

Space
"With letterman and Leno
showing goofball headlines,
with sports blooper videos
selling like hotcakes, with
American Idol putting its
worst auditions on the air and
with klutzes all over America
becoming instant celebrities
on YouTube, incompetence has
never been more popular, or
exploited."

on euthanasia that included this line:
"If a family has warning of a person's
death, then they can prepare for it
as opposed to it being sprung on
them at a random and possibly at a
very incontinent time." One writer
revealed a little too much about her
morning routine: "When I wake up
in the morning I have music playing,
and I am sinning along with it in
the shower." Even worse, in a paper
against gun control, a student was
complaining that the media never
pres('nted positive images of gun
owners. Unfortunately, it came out
this way: "The media never shows the
bondage that occurs between a father
and son in the woods." And civics
teachers may be surprised to learn
that, according to one young writer,
"The Constitution guarantees every
American the right to free speed."
Sometimes writers just put things
in the wrong place. One student
described•a. visit to a baguette shop in
France: "I usually stood in the long
line for bread that extended to the
door." That's some long bread. Yet
another writer poignantly reflected
on a relative's death: "I did not know

my grandfather, having died when I
was only days old." I guess for someone who's been dead since infancy, he
writes pretty well. And when one student attempted to describe a trip to
Grandma's on a cold Christmas eve,
things got a little weird: "The only
things that would give any warmth
were my brother and sister on each
side of me, and the heat of the warm
apple pie radiating through my pants
and into my goose-pimpled legs."
Under the category of "good-toknow": One student wrote that "the
most serious problem with a baby is
that improper treai:m~nt could lead
to death, and this is irreversible."
Or, "Our backyard was, of course,
behind the house." Or more informative still: "Near the army base in ;he
Philippines there are 55,000 prostitutes, which could cause adultery."
One student, in a paper about media
depictions of sexuality, informed me
that "Sex isn't as common as it used
to be."
And then there is the truly
existential: "I find that by living in
a world where reality is really just
something that is real to me, how can
there really be reality?"
We all are guilty of blunders. At
a high school reunion I asked one
of my good friends when her baby
was due, which would have been a
fair question had she, in fact, been
pregnant. One of my friends was
once asked to lead the closing prayer
at church. At the end of the prayer
he meant to ask God's forgiveness for
human shortcomings. Instead, what
came out was, "Lord, please forgive
us our falling shorts." So be careful
what you say and write, but the next
time you really blow it, be sure to
send me a copy for the file.
MICHAEL CLAXTON is an assistant professor of English and a frequent contributor to the Bison and
may be contacted at mclaxto 1 @
harding.edu

Let's Get Cleaned Up
Cutting Down On Wast.e, Energy Use Can Help Environment

0

n Wednesday, President Bush
announced a new goal for
the United States. Bush said
our nation should strive to curb the
growth of our greenhouse gas emissions
by 2025, largely by cutting down on
power plant pollution. Many Democrats and environmentalists showed a
great deal of disappointment in Bush's
plan, saying Bush's goal will come
too late to avert a hazardous climate
change. In June, the Senate plans to
vote on a bill that will meet Bush's goal
by 2012. Bush contended that creating
stricter government mandates to curb
emissions would cause our economy to
plunge into further peril.
Regardless of your feelings on Bush's
environmental policies, it should be
noted that with pressure coming down
from both the international and the
science communities, the Bush administration finally recognizes the need
to pay some attention to our rapidly
deteriorating environment. I am very
relieved to finally see at least government recognition of this important
issue, though I do not feel that Bush's
suggested timetable will come soon
enough.
However, I can still look at this glass
as half full. It appears to me that Bush
admits the environment is in danger ...
I might even say he considers it to be
semi-immediate. So, if we thought that
maybe things were not that bad, we
might want to start thinking again.
If you still need to be convinced,
look around our own campus.
Even though we are a relatively
small campus, think about the amount
of energy and trash we produce each

a dormitory is not exactly conducive
to recycling, but with a few seconds
of extra effort, a can or bottle can be
trashed separately and reused. The
same goes with bottles. Think of how
many bottles and cans we go through
as a student body alone in one semester. Maybe with enough action, the
university or Aramark will also look to
school year. What do we go through
offer recycling in the student center.
in a school year? Well, there are plenty
Finally, we need to stop using so
of big things that come to mind like
much power. A lot of energy gets
electricity, gasoline, water, paper, plastic pumped into our campus each day.
bottles and so on. Now, remember
We have classrooms, dorms, offices,
we're just one university.
computers and lights with a lot of
While I know that we are not repeople using all of them and much
sponsible for greenhouse gas emissions,
more. Obviously, this is to be expected.
we probably do account for our own
We are at a university. However, we can
fair share of trash and waste just like
cut down on the juice we use by turnany other university or city in America.
ing off electronics or lights when we go
Here's the question though. The presiout. We can turn the thermostat down
dent has said we need to clean things
or off when we are not in our rooms.
up with our power production, so why
Through measures as simple as
do we still not do our part and recycle
these, I firmly believe we can make
and save energy, as we should? I would
a positive impact on the planet as a
like to challenge everyone reading this
to do a few simple things to get the ball university and as a community. The
government is finally acknowledging
rolling on preserving our extraordinary
the fact that something needs to be
planet.
'
done,
along with the rest of the world.
First of all, let's cut down on drivWe
don't
have to wait for bureaucracy
ing. I'm guilty of this too. The weather
to run its course, though. We have
is getting nice; let's start walking to
the ability to work a few simple habits
places, within reason, and not relying
so heavily on our vehicles. Not to men- into our lifestyles to preserve God's
creation. Thankfully, time remains for
tion, gas prices sure aren't going down.
So, if we must drive, we might consider us to change our ways and turn things
around, so let's stop talking about it
carpooling if we have the opportunity.
•and protect the environment.
We can help ourselves and cut down
on our own emissions.
JARED ABELSON is a guest conNext, let's take recycling seriously.
tributor for the Bison and may be
We have places to recycle paper in
contacted at jabelson@harding.
the library, but let's start recycling
edu.
bottles and cans. I know that living in
Jared Abelson
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n the last several months, many
articles about unusual Indian
offspring have caught my attention. I suppose it should come
as little surprise that in the second
most populated country in the
world, there would be more than a
few peculiar people making headlines, including some children.
In early Marth, a baby was born
with two faces in an impoverished
village east of New Delhi. The girl,
Lali, has an extremely rare condition called craniofacial duplication.
She has two sets of eyes, two noses
and two pairs of lips. Not so rare, I
discovered, is that she is being worshiped as a reincarnation of a Hindu
deity - Durga, the fiery goddess
of valor traditionally depicted with
three eyes and many arms. The baby
behaves relatively normally, drinking
with both mouths and blinking all
four eyes simultaneously. Her parents assume that means she is fine,
and they would not consent to a
CT scan to ensure that her internal
organs are properly functioning.
Lali 's story is similar to another
Indian girl's. In November, 2-yearold Lakshmi underwent a successful
surgery to remove her extra limbs.
She was born with four arms and
four legs, plus some extra internal
organs attributed to an underdeveloped parasitic twin. Like Lali,
Lakshmi was venerated by some as
a deity reincarnate. She was named
after the four-armed Hindu goddess
of wealth, although she is now doing
great with just two arms.
In late February, another Indian
baby was in the news under unbelievable but apt headlines like "Pregnant woman uses train toilet, baby
slips out." The newborn girl, Jodha,
was born two months premature in
the lavatory of a moving train and
fell through the toilet and onto the
cold tracks as her mother passed
out. India's miracle "train baby"was
found uninjured on the tracks after
her mother came to and authorities
were alerted. After a short hospital
stay to treat her for her premature
birth, the baby received a huge
welcome and even a couple of marriage proposals. "Yes, we have got
two engagement proposals from our
community," one relative reportedly
said. "They have communicated to
us that they do not want any dowry.
According to them, no trouble can
come near a child who has gods'
blessings with her"
The fourth and most recent story
from India relates to child prodigy
Budhia Singh, now 6-years-old.
In 2005, Budhia was nicknamed
"Marathon Boy" because of his
ability to run 40 miles in just over
seven hours. He was just 3-yearsold. Budhia's story was ongoing and
multilayered. When his widowed
mother couldn't afford to feed her
four children, she sold him to an
unidentified man for about $20.
According to BBC News, it was at
that point that Biranchi Das, a local
judo instructor, took the boy under
his wing. As punishment for "causing mischief," Das once told Budhia
to run until Das returned from an
errand. After getting caught up in his
work, Das was surprised to find the
boy still running when he got back
hours later. Thus began the boy's
controversial career of running - or
abusive exploitation. Over the next
few years, doctors and child rights
activists intervened ro keep him from
participating in some races, Budhia's
mother accused Das of exploiting her
son for monetary gain and Budhia said he had been beaten by his
supposed savior. Das faced charges
of intimidation and torture, which
he said were baseless, claiming the
mother was angry she wasn't getting
any money from him.
In an incident that apparently did
not involve the famous Marathon
Boy, Biranchi Das was murdered
April 13 after thre~ attackers approached him at his judo club in the
city ofBhubaneswar. Police suspect
the involvement of a notorious local
gangster, and the victim's brother
believed there may have been an
argument over an actress Biranchi
was dating.
And that's the latest on kids from
India. I'll be keeping an eye out for
more on the girl with four.
MOLLY MORRIS is a guest contributor for the Bison and may be
contacted at mmorrisS @harding.
edu
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T HE Q UOTE

The Window

AMANDA PRUITT

" Th ey sho ul d be known for how they lived, rather than how they died."

The Fish
Wrap

- BRIAN CLODY, father of one of the 32 students who lost their lives at Virginia Tech last year.
Wednesday marked the one-year anniversary of the massacre.

Wife, Mother, Friend Fills Last Days With Love
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e chances of seeing her again
were slim. I had accepted the
fact that I would j usr have to

say goodbye to her in spirit, because I
would never be able to do so in person,
and I was OK with that.
While I was home for spring break,
her doctor called in her f.unily to deliver
the horrible news that her time on
this earth was limited. They gave her
between two weeks to a month.
During my week-long stay in
Beaumont, Texas, I had the opportunity
to attend a prayer service in her honor
and tell her husband, sister and son how
wonderful I thought she was. As far as
I was concerned, that was my way of
telling her goodbye.
Two weeks afier returning from
spring break, I made whac I thoughc
would be a quick trip to Wal-Mart to
pick up a few things. While walking to
the photo center, I saw her son, Trace,
and husband, Rick, walk past me. I
called to chem, and walked over to give
them a hug and talk for a few minutes.
About chat time I heard a small voice
\vhisper my name, and when I turned
around, there she was.
Had I seen her on the streets, I
probably would not have recognized her
because the cancer chat had invaded her
body had taken its toll. She looked frail
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-Majid Mishari, an Iraqi
man who owns a shoe factory
in Baghdad, on how violence in
the city has negatively affected
his sales. In the past two weeks,
numerous attacks have been
carried out on security forces in
Iraq's capitol city, killing dozens.

This Time
Around
"Dena knew her t ime on life
was limited, but instead of
dwelling on the time God had
taken from her, she viewed
each day as a blessing. "

but was still so very beautiful.
I immediately benr down, gave her a
hug and told her how very much•! loved
her and that she was in my prayers every
day. After talking with her for a few
minutes, I told her goodbye for what l
Idtew would be the last time. I quickly
walked away, _and once out of sight,
collapsed onto the floor of the pet food
aisle and cried.
About a \Veek and halflarer, my role
model, Dena Tobleman, passed away
afc~r a nvo-year battle 'virh cancer. She
was 47. Trying to put into words what
Dena meant to me, as well as all those
who knew her, is close to impossible

because l feel no words could ever accurately express how amazing she really
was, but I am going to try.
To kno'v Dena truly was to love
her. She brought so much love and joy
to those who kne\v her and provided
us with an amazing example of how to
live life. Dena knew her time on earth
was limited, but instead of dwelJing on
the time God had taken from her, she
vie\ved each day as a blessing.
If anyone had a reason co be angry
with God, Dena did, for never would
she see her son attend his senior prom,
graduate high school or college or get
married. She knew she would never
have the opportunity to meet her grandchildren or great-grandchildren. And
she had made peace with that.
She viewed her illness not as a burden, but as a blessing because through
it she was able to show others Christ's
unconditional love. Dena understood
that her life would not end when she
took her last breath because she knew
she wmtld be granted eternal life by
her Lord and Savior. She made it her
mission to guide others to Him; and
she was successful. I know of at least
two people who were saved because of
Dena's influence in their lives.
When I was gathering my thoughts
for this column, I read a farewell

M

ost governmenc officials
from the United States
visit Israel to either observe peacekeeping tactics or help
build stronger relations with ~ne of
our strongest and most loyal allies.
Bur not'Jimmy Carter.
No, lhe former peanut farmer
and Nobe l Peace Prize-winner
chooses to visit Israe l to speak to
their prisoners, the enemy. That's
right, our former commander-inchief visits our ally and not only
undermines it's authority on it's
own soil. but embarrasses his own
government as well.
Now, 1 know that it has become
the norm co disrespect the United
States and her.allies in a time of
\Var, bur former presidents are now
involved. What if former President

"I am a little tired of prosecuting Mrs. Bardot"
-French prosecutor Anne
de Fontette, on why she is seeking a tougher sentence for former
French film star Brigitte Bardot for
her 5th trial on charges of "inciting racial hatred." Bardot, 73, has
been an outspoken critic of Islam
in Europe, and in her latest comments had accused French Muslims of "destroying our country."
She was fined 5,000 euros for her
last similar offense.

STEVEN DENNEY

Guest
Space
"The 'Great People' of history
were not necessarily virtuous
or 'good' people; they are
simply g reat because the
overa ll history of the world
would be strikingly different
had they not been a
key part of it."

discourse have looked if leaders such
as Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow
Wilson were absent from che scene?
Roosevelt is seen as the first American
president to exercise the nation's foreign
policy largely in the name of American national interest, with a keen eye
for world power. Woodrow Wilson's
moralise movement, in the words of

Henry Kissinger, "grasped the mainsprings of American motivation" and
have remained, despite harsh criticism,
"the bedrock of American foreign-policy
chinking." Without these two men,
America's history, and the history of
the world, would have taken a different
course.
How would the outcome of World
War II have cliffered, minus the
amazingly resilient and awe-inspiring
Winston Churchill? Wmtld America
have remained isolationist too long,
or ever so, without the deft political
maneuvering of Franklin Roosevelt?
Imagine a post-War international system
without the insular, cold-hard calculator
Joseph Stalin. It would be politically and
socially inaccurate co suggest chat the
"Soviet Bloc" 'vouJd have behaved in a
similar \vay \vichout Scalin ar che reigns.
If the connection is still somewhat
unclear or doubtful, consider it this way:
imagine an Israelite hiscory without
Abraham or Moses, or try to fathom
Christianity without Christ. The latter
example provides an excellent example
of the Great People Theory, because,
to be frank, without Jesus there is no
Christianity; without the rise and reign
of certain individuals, son1e thing!;

PETE DAVIDSON

Guest
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Hoover had run into Fascist-controlled Italy and tried to schedule a
meeting with Mussolini? I bet President Franklin 0. Roosevelt wouldn't
have been too pleased.
What I find especially humorous
is that Israel announced Monday
they would not assisc in guarding
Carter while visiting their country. Can you really blame them'
He's consorting with the enemy!
Carter's actions are unbelievable

and unaccepcable. Arid since when
did Carter become the expert in
Middle Eastern affairs? Does anyone
reme1nber char thing, what was it
called - oh yeah, the attack on the
American Embassy? The hostage crisis? How in the world is Carter even
allowed in the Middle East? What
is possibly going through his mind?
Does he just sit in his Georgia home
thinking about the good ole days
of double-digit inflation and passive-aggressive surrender and just
suddenly decidt, "I think I'm going
to fix this Middle East thing."
The bottom line is that Ha.mas
has called for the destruction of Israel.
They despise everything the Jewish
people stand for, including demdcracy
and peace. Israel is our ally and has
done nothing but support America,

Girls Just Want T o Have Fun
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hank you for taking the
written portion of the driving test. As a 16-year-old,
you're probably more than ready
co gee out on the road, endanger
the lives of others and total your
parents' car(s). Hopefully, you have
performed exceptionally well up
to chis point (assuming, of course,
you have studied). Now for the final
question:
50. When a traffic light you
are approaching turns yellow, you
should ...
A. Stop before the intersection, if
it can be done in a safe manner.
B. Ponder for a few moments the
beaury of rhe color yellow.
C . Check to make sure make sure
no police cars are around, chen floor
the pedal, pick up speed and cruise
through the intersection in an attempt to beat the red light.
Well, if you selected answer "A'',
you are correct. If you selected "B",
you are either especially artistic or
slightly mad (or both). While "C" is
HEATHER BROWNING is the
an incorrect for resting purposes, we
opinions editor for the Bison and
know that you and everyone else on
may be contacted at hbrownin@
harding.edu
the road will be speeding through
in tersections anyway.
It's true that driving through a
yellow light is nor the world's worst
act - certainly not on the level of
simply would not have happened, or
serial murders or smuggling illegal
would have happened in an enclrely
goods into the country. Really, yeldifferent way.
low light driving almost falls under
At the aggregate level, intanone of chose courtesy categories, like
gible, omniscient social and political
motioning for people to take their
forces prod history along; that much
turn at a four-way stop.
is granced. However, history, as we
No one's .enforcing the rule, bu.t
understand it, is defined and directed by
maybe people should - subtly, of
"Great People." What will che historicourse.
cal footprint of President George"W'.
For instance, wouldn't it be great
Bush reveal about the direction of the
if the person who habitually runs
U.S. and the world? Although it is hard
yellow and red lights were punished
to say definitely what the contribution
by something rhat would drive chem
of Bush's eight years in office will have
· mad and test their already thin
overall, it is fair to say that at some
patience? They could be cursed to
point in the future social scientists will
either ( l) drive behind that person
look back at Bush and say one of two
who chooses to drive 10 miles under
things: either Bush, contrary to many
the speed limit in the "fast" lane forcontemporary critics, pioneered a new,
ever,
or (2) to perpetually become
more peaceful world order or that Bush
trapped
behind a funeral procession.
was ari irresponsible and frivolo us ideoThe
new
rules of driving would
logue who destabiliZ£d world order and
not
end
with
just the luckless people
endangered many peoples.
punished
by
driving
behind the
Regardless of praise or folly, "Great
slowest vehicles. Not by a long shot.
People" throughout history make our
What about the folks who purhistory what it is.
chase brand-new cars right off the
showroom floor? While there's nothSTEVEN DENNEY is a guest coning particularly wrong with new
tributor for the Bison and may be
contacted at sdenney@harding.edu
cars (people are buying them all the
time), the problem comes when the
owner of the vehicle decides to park
at a restaurant. Or a grocery store.
Or any other place there might happen to be other cars or civilization.
and Carter wants to sit down and
have a little chat with our enemy.
No, one parking space isn't good
This is a time of war, not of treason.
enough for those new cars.
Carter's actions do nothing but show
Drivers have to park in two
our enemy the division of our nation.
spots, maybe even three. After all,
For some reason, America has
no one wants that first dent - the
decided to set a precedent of acceptfirst sign that the car is neither
ability for undermining the governperfecc nor indestructible. An owner
menc's authority. This should not be
must avoid the first paint chip or
tolerated. Perhaps Jimmy, Hanoi Jane,
scrape at all costs.
Oliver Stone and the rest of the HolCars and trucks of the future
lywood community should move to
should be able to sense when their
Lebanon, Iraq, Iran, Syria ... and see
drivers purposely choose to straddle
how they like it. Although, they might
the line and deny other drivers of
find more people who hate America if
parking
spaces . A future car would
they just stay at Berkley.
be installed with a device that
PETE DAVIDSON is a guest colwould dent i rs own door every time
umnist for the Bison and may be
the owner obviously and purposecontacted at pdavidson@hardfully double-parked. Needless to say,
ing.edu
multiple offenders would have very
rumpled - but undeniably "new"
- cars.
Future cars would also loudly
scold the owners every time they
forget to stop for pedestrians at a
crosswalk. The volume should be
loud e.10ugh that even bystanders
thanked me: You are certainly welwou ld be embarrassed.
come. To those who suggested I waS
Unfair? Well, it's equally unfair
simply looking for a date: There very
well may be some cruch to this, but
for society to put up with people
this is also a public service announcewho choose to put their possessions
ment for the benefit of all single
and time far in front of others by
students at Harding University.
driving when it's time to stop or
This epidemic of wasted opportuniparking however is most convenient.
ties for young men and young women
Meanwhile, Grandma is spending
to begin wonderful relationships is
ho urs driving around Wal-Mart
certainly the status quo, but that
looking for a parking spot so she
doesn't mean it's che way things have
can buy the canned pears that just
to be. Ask someone of the opposite
went on sale.
gender to your next club function, and
It pays to live in a courteous
encourage all of your club brothers
world, and everyone should try to
or club sister to do the same. Be the
return the favor.
change you want to see in the world.

Former President Undermines U.S. Authority
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address from Brian Van der Spey, a
missionary to South Africa who also
passed away recently. In his final paragraph he wrote:
"Thanks to all who eased my life
and gave more than they took. 'Til the
new day, may He be your guide and
your strength. Remember the Lord is
youc Shepherd, so there's no need to
want. You will rest beside the still water
in green pastures, and there God will
feed and comfort you. Fill each day
with more than you take out of it, for
that becomes the blessing to those who
come behind."
Dena truly filled each day of her life
with so much more than she ever cook
out ofit. Though she may no longer be
here on this earth with us, she is not far
away. She hears our thoughts and will
help dry our tears. She is always with
us, always watching over us.
Goodbye, Dena. You have touched
my heart and my life in a way I will
never be able to repay. I miss you and
love you so very much, but I know I will
see you again. And in that, I am able to
find comfort.

Yellow Means
Drive Fast

'Great People' Shape History

chout the existence of certain individuals, the history
of the world would certainly
be clifferent. The "Great People Theory''
aims to explain history by the impact
of"greac people," either male or female.
These people are known as highly
influential inclividuals, from personal
charisma, incellecc or greac political
impact. The "Great People" of history
were not necessarily virtuous or "good"
people; they are simply great because the
overall history of the world would be
strikingly clifferent had they not been a
key part ofit.
This is not to discount the prevalence
of broader social and political forces,
which indeed have great influence upon
the general clirection of societies and
policical strucrures, bur it is viral to note
that the broader movement is nor alone
sufficient to alter the overall direction
of history. Broader social and political
movemencs, such as reforms, restorations and revolutions, are necessary
conclitions for change, but it is ulrimately the "Great People" who serve as
the hammer to the nail - the catalyst in
the system.
Taken from an American perspective, how would American international

the smell of a $100 bill."

HEATHER BROWNING
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Opportunities Missed To Engage In Relationships When Girls Bring Girls to Functions

rece,tly wrote a post on my blog
about the strange phenomenon
of girls taking girls to their
social clubs' functions. As I have
spoken ro many students borh male
and female on this subject, I feel I
can speak on this topic as an experr.
First we must look at this phenomenon as a problem. For the
ladies, this is a wasced opportunity
to do the asking. Some of the girls
I have spoken to on this subject
say they take girls because they are
scared to ask a guy. If you flt in this
category, all I have to say to you is,
"How do you think guys have felt
about this since the beginning of
time always having to do the asking?" There is probably a guy trying
to work up the courage co ask a girl.
There are too many guys sitting
around playing video games and

browsing Facebook on Friday nights
because they have no girls to hang
out with, and there are two reasons
for this. The first reason is that the
girls who have functions are at the
function; the second reason is that
the girls who were asked to these
functions are also busy on these
nights.
This seriously lowers the num ber of girls with whom we guys can
hang ouc on these nights, and something must be done about this.
Club functions are something
between hanging out with a friend
and going on a date, and this is a
great opportunity for students of
opposite genders co get to know
one anocher betcer without aJI the
pressure and nervousness generally
associated with a "first date." It's a
date without the stigmatized label

and, more importantly, without the
awkwardness.
Now, if I said all of this without addressing another problem of
almost the same magnitude, I would
be doing everyone a disservice. The
other tragic phenomenon associated
with club functions is the starrling
numbers of guys who simply do not
attend tb.eir own because they are
afraid ro ask a girl to accompany
them. For every guy in 3. club who
does not attend his club's function,
two fewer T-shirts are ordered, raising the price for everyone who is
attending.
I have received several different
types of reactions to my original blog
post, and I must rake this time to address the most two most common of
these. To the many young men who

CHR IS BERRY is a guest contributor for the Bison and may
be contacted at cberry@harding.
edu
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editor in chief for the 2007-2008
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Wet Fields Slow Down Club, Intramural Competition
By ZACH WELCH
student reporter

Club All-Sports Standings
Large Clubs

The sun may be shining once
Points
Club
again after a recent streak of bad
47
TNT
weather, but the effects of near
41.5
BOX
continuous rain over the past
34.5
Titans
weeks on intramural and club
33.5
Gamma Sigs
sports have still caused quite a
33.5
KNIGHTS
32.5
headache.
Sub·T 16
18.5
Recent storms and an unusual
Seminoles
12
Pi Kappa
amount of rainfall have caused
games to be postponed night
after night for the last several full nights of club softball and
weeks. While it may have been two hours another night due to
cold, club softball teams and poor weather."
Considering that games are
intramural soccer participants
were eager to get back out on the played from 5:30 p.m to midnight
fields Tuesday night to resume on four fields with five nights
lost, it is not hard to imagine
competition.
Junior Kris Pruitt, a member how far behind Gowen and his
of Sub-T 16, had an eager look staff have fallen.
Graduate assistant for the
on his face as he laced up his
cleats in preparation to play intramural program Rich ey
Kimberly said the conditions
Pikes men's social club.
"It has been way too long since have been frustrating, to say the
I've been out here," Pruitt said. least. Kimberly has worked for
''I'm definitely ready to get back the program the past four years
and said he could not remember
on the field and play."
Director of men's intramural losing an entire week of games
sports Jim Gowen said the field's due to weather.
"Just because the weather is
playability is always a major issue,
nice
doesn't always m ean you
but his primary concern when
canceling games is the safety can play," Kimberly said. "We
of the athletes. Gowen said he have had a ridiculous amount
has never seen so many cancel- of rain; those fields soak up the
lations in his 12 years with the ·water like a sponge."
Gowen said the potluck softintramural program.
"The fields have been pretty ball tournament, a competition
bad," Gowen said. "It's not so between large and small clubs, will
much the d irt as it is the sod; not be played this year because
until Monday you could still see of time constraints. However,
your tracks when you stepped the larger concern is completing
club softball.
on the field.
Every year large and small
"We have probably lost five

Flash Flood

Small Clubs
Club

Points

Theta Nu
Kings' Men
Chi Sigs
Chi Lamda Chi
Delta Chi Delta
Alpha Tau

53
47
43.5
24.5
14
13.5

clubs compete in many sports
gaining points. At the end of
the year, points are totaled and
a winner for each division is
declared . W ith less than three
weeks before finals, some clubs
are relying on their performance
in softba ll for the final cl ub
standings.
"It looks like we will be able
to finish club softball before the
trophy p resentation in chapel is
presen ted ," Gowen said. "We
planned to h ave a wee kend
soccer tournament for clubs to
participate in, but because of the
conditions of two of the fields
[we couldn't] ."
Gowen said intramural
softball will have a champion
and an all-star game however
the usual amount of games will
not be played.
While the delay has not been
m uch fun for anyone, Mother
N ature has decided to a llow
play for now. Gowen said he
is confident things are slowly
getting back on track and hopes
to get as many games as possible
completed before the end of the
semester.

,

TAYLOR DURHAM IThe Bison
Sophomore Brian Lancaster sprints safely to third base during a softball game after club and intramural
sports resumed following days of rain and soggy fields.

Intersession Calms Stress
By SAM HOLSCHBACH
News Editor

Ifone desires to re-take a class
in hopes of attaining a better
grade, negate a sizeable fall credit
load or simply take a personally
dreaded class in a matter of days
versus a semester, there is a solution: Intersession.
Held from May 12, the
Monday following graduation,
until May 23, Intersession is a
reasonable means of squaring
away a class or rwo in a relaxing
summer setting.
"A lot of students take classes
that give them trouble,"Travis
Thompson, director of Summer
School, said. " .. .There are no
distractions."
A typical three-credit Intersession class may meet for four
hours every day throughout the
two school weeks; a final is given
at the end of that period. Even
if a class is a kinesiology activity
course, it will still meet for an
extended period compared with
the regular semester.
Students who stay on campus
during Intersession are assigned
rooms in either the Keller or
Stephens dorms. A meal plan and
DCB are also given to the student
in amounts proportional to the
smaller time frame. Students wish-

ing to stay on campus are asked to
sign up in the Office of Resident
Life before the spring semester
ends, as are students desiring to
live off-campus, who must fill out
a different housing form.
The cost of tuition remains
$398 per credit hour, with an additional $21 per hour alotted as a
technology fee. The payment for
Intersession is due May 12.
For additional Intersession
information and a list of courses,
students may go to www.harding.
edu/registrar, click on "Registration Information," and open the
"Summer Course Schedule" pdf,
which distinguishes Intersession
courses from the others with a
lowercase "i." To register for classes,
students may go to Pipeline, My
HU Info, Student Financial Aid
and finally Registration to complete
the process.
Beyond the afore-mentioned
benefits to enrolling in Intersession classes, the smaller class sizes
enhance interaction between
students and professors, and
students who have switched
majors or decided to license
have an easier means of meeting
their scholastic requirements,
leading to possibly graduating
on time.
Since the scheduling is flexible, students can earn money via

work. Finally, Harding's natural
summer beauty allows for a pleasant atmosphere of socializing and
studying.
"I think l Intersession classes]
are rea!Jy awesome beca~se
you can completely get a class
out of the way," junior Kendra
Masters said. 'Tm a big fan of
Intersession."
Masters has taken three
Intersession classes already and
plans to enroll in psychology for
the upcoming session.
Still, students must be prepared
for the intensity of the abbreviated Intersession courses.
"[Students are] doing a lot of
work in a very shore amount of
time," Thompson said.
Though intense classes are
to be expected in Intersession,
the pressure is within a limited
time slot, and the many perks
continually popularize thesession, as more than 700 students
participated last year, more than
in the summer sessions.
Masters said Intersession is
"nice as a transition berween the
full semester and summer."
Indeed, Intersession acts for
many students as the optimal
transition to their goals, allowing students to get ahead
amid the heavy pressures of
college life . .

DENITED: Students Assist Worthy Causes

TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
Sophomore Johnathan Adsit loses his sandal in the temporary "rushing river"flowing past the student
center after heavy rainfall.

CONTINUED from l a
their profits to help build
-,.,ells in Africa. They figured out that by selli ng one
T-shirt, they could provide
someone 64 ounces of water.
While that does not sound
like much, that can be the
only water that a person
drinks all day and right now,
they are drinking it unclean.
Before any well building
could begin, however, they had
to produce merchandise. Family members and close friends
became the first investors and
workers for the company at
the root level, though the rwo
realized they would need bigger
investors and loans to take their
dream further.
With this initial investment
money, McCormick and Davenport were able to produce their
first designs and merchandise and
hired a web designer to create
their official Web site, www.
denitedclothing.com.
"Right now, we want to turn
in good sales numbers so that we
have something positive to show
future investors," McCormick
said. "We are also trying to go
to Africa next Christmas to
view the drilling of a well and
make an informative video for
the Web site."
Davenport said they also had

many long-term goals for their
growing company, including
several contracts with Lipscomb
University for their summer
programs and their version
of Impact and with Uplift at
Harding.
Not only did they have goals
for profiting their own company,
but also for other companies.
"We want to be an example
for corporate America that you
can be profitable and giving at
the same time," McCormick
said. "We also want to eventually branch out into other
humanitarian projects in the
future and maybe partner with
another company to help in
other areas."
To become competitive in
the market, McCormick and
Davenport began their project
using the resources the Harding
family provided. Not only were
faculty advising and friends taking time to help, but they also
called on the student body to
join them in serving the people
of Africa. Their chapel presentation on April 17 implored
students to visit their website
and become familiar with the
needs of this country.
Denited invites all those interested in lear~ing more about
building wells in Africa to attend
the Denited Clothing Company

"We want to be an
example for corporate
America that you
can be profitable and
giving at the same
time. We also want to
branch out into other
humanitarian projects
in the future and
maybe partner with
another company to
help in other areas.''

.

Matt McConnick
.
.
1unior

Showcase on April 25 at 6:30 p.m.
at the Undergrow1d Coffee House.
Carson Medders, Dusty Hanes,
John Labella and Jay Hungerford
and the band Our Plan to Destroy
Everything will be performing until
closing time. Merchandise will be
sold, and a slideshow presentation
featuring the recent trip to Africa
will be on display.
"I really hope to spread our
name, but more importantly, I hope
we open the eyes of the students
to the problems in Africa and
show that young people can use
their talents, like we are using our
business skills, to help people in a
time of need and show that they
care," Davenport said.
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Physicality Keys
New-Look Bisons
By CARSON FANT
student reporter

TAYLOR DURHAM/ The Bison
Junio r linebacker Alex Scarborough strafes to locate a ball carrier during an Apri l 16 pr~ctice. The Bisons will rely on toughness and
physicality to fuel their success for the upcoming season.

Sports In Short

Date
8·30
9-6
9-13
9-20
9-27
10-4
10-11
10- 18
10-25
11-1

11 ·8

Team
M isso uri Southern
West Alabama

So ut hwest Baptist
Delta State
North Alabama
Southern Arkansas

Ouachita Baptist
Val dosta State
Arkansas-Monticello
Henderson State

Arka nsas Tech

Note: Bold denotes games at

home. Game times are not yet
avai lable.

GSC Baseball
Standings
East

Team
18 Valdosta

W
9

L
2

Montevall o

11

4

19 W. Alaba ma
N. Alabama

8

4

5

7

W. Georgia

4

7

W. Florida

4

II

UA H

3

9

2 S. Arkansas
6 Delta State
24 Ouachita

15
12
8

0
I
6

Arkansa s Tech
Chri stian Bro,

8
6

6
8

Harding
Henderson
UAM

4
3
0

9
11
15

West

because you've got to get lined

up," Huckeba said. "So what
we're trying to do is all line up
the same every time and then

move right at the snap or right
before the snap.
"The big thing is it puts you
in prerty good position against
the screen game, and it kind of
gives che quarterback a different
look pcior to the snap of the ball
than he's used to seeing."
In che basic sec of the Bisons'
new-look defense, the oucside
linebackers lineup seven yards
off the ball, making them appear
co be safecies.
"[The defense] puts yo ur
outside linebackers in position to
make a lot of plays, and Jermaine
Blanchard and Jason Thomasson have done well this spring,"
Huckeba said.
"Any defense you've goc to
have playmakers, but this does
see PHYSICALITY page 2b

HU Recruits Will Complement Returnees
By ALEX GROVES
stud e nt reporter

2008 Football
Schedule

Befure most practices chis sprin&
the Harding Bison football ream
has gathered to take part in whac
che practice schedule calls "challenges." The drill is also known
as "bull in the ring," perhaps a
more appropriace title.
In che drill, rwo players, usually
one defensive and one offensive,
face off in a tesc of one-on-one
strength while the rest of the
team and coaching staff encircle
and cheer them on. "Challenges"
or "bull in the ring" is just one
of the drills Bison head coach
Ronnie Huckeba is using to
make his team more physical for
next season.
"That's been our desire, ro
really have a physical spring,"
Huckeba said.
Huckeba added that his goal fuc
this spcing is ro "help our players
understand the in1porrance of
being strong physically and being
cough mentally coo.
"We're not where I want us to
be yet, but we're making progress.
I feel real good about the work
che guys did in the offseason. I
feel good about, for the most
pare, the way they've approached
spring ball."
The Bison defense has been
working on va~ious formations
and movement used co confuse
offenses.
"We've kind of rweaked [the

defense] a little bit over the offseason and looked at different
ways that we could kind of use it
as a disguise," said Huckeba, who
also coaches the defense.
Huckeba added that the defense
the Bisons have been runni ng
chis spring is ideal for playing
against the type of no-hudd le
offense they face every practice
and will face in the Gulf South
Conference.
"The hurry-up no-huddle [offense] makes it real difficult for
you to disguise your coverages

With 19 returning starters
this upcoming season, the Bisons
should be a good tean1; however,
head coach Ronnie Huckeba
doesn't want good.
He wants great.
This offseason, Harding
Universiry recorded its largest
signing class to date. It includes
15 incoming freshman and three
Division I transfers. The positions
chese players will fill are as different
as che players themselves; there is
an assortment of quarterbacks all
the way to offensive linemen.
Coming in from Division I
schools - Samford, Souch<aScern
Louisiana and Memphis - are
Eric Evans, Caleb Simmons and
Burton Elrod. These three players are classified as mid-semester
transfers and are currently enrolled
in classes at Harding.
Evans and Simmons , who
are both over 6-feet tall and 300
pounds, will find themselves on
the Bisons' offensive line. They
are the only offensive linemen
to make it into this year's signing
class. Also, they have experienced
what it is like playing against
big Division I schools such as
Kansas, Tulane and TennesseeChattanooga.
Elrod , weighing in at 170
pounds, will be vying foe his
position as defensive back in the
upcoming football season. Before

he was at Samford, Elrod was an
All-Scace defensive back in Tennessee and also earned several
awards based on his character
and leadership skills.
These transfers wi ll undeniably bring a beneficial level of
· experience and leadership to the
Bisons, especially among their fellow signees who are all coming in
from che high school level.
These incoming freshmen
achletes are looking to provide
the Bisons with depth in the
following positions: linebacker,
running back, defensive line,
defensive end, defensive back
and quarterback.
Coming in at che linebacker
position is Kris Wildman, Austin
Smithey, Kennard Henderson
and Aaron Gillaspie. All of these
players weighed anywhere from
190 ro 210 pounds and are all
around 6-feet-tall. Also, these
players were cheir team's running
back or on their high school crack
teams, so each player has some
speed co offer.
Also coming in next year with
some substantial speed is Jeremy
Holt, Kale Gelles and Jaycob Baker.
These are the players who will be
arriving to play in the running
back position. These players have
all been awarded some of the highest athletic awards according to
position their scare can offer.
Looking to give chose new
TAYLOR D_URHAM IThe Bison
running backs some problems Assistant Head Coach Pa ul Simmons barks out an order to a defensive lineman during an April 16
see RECRUITS page 2b practice. Simmons wi ll help to mold next season's incoming players.

Players Receiving More Credit Than They Deserve
BRANDON HIGGINS

The Payoff
Pitch
1be only thing more
annoying than someone not
getting the credit chey deserve
is someo ne getting more credit
than they deserve. On that
note, I'll discuss who 1 chink
are chree terribly overraced.
players.
First on my list of overrated
players is Phil Rizzuto. Usually
when a player is overrated,
he gers talked about way too
rnuch; howeve r, thac's not che

case wich Rizzuto. Nobody
really talks about him, bur the
face chat he's in the Hall of
Fame makes him way overrated
considering what numbers he
put up throughout his career.
Have a gander at an average
Rizzuto season: Four home
runs, 55 RBis, a .'273 batting
average and 86 runs.
I'm shaking in my boots.
Yes, he had a great glove in
an era when shortstops were
definitely all glove and no bat,
but does he really deserve ro
be in the Hall of Fame' It took
him al mosc 40 years to get into
the Hall of Fame foe a reason,
and I think the only reason he
made it in was because he was
a New York Yankee and a prod-

uct of New York media hype.
Speaking of products of
the New York media, my next
overrated p layec is Derek Jeter.
Yes, he's a fantastic hitter
with a greac glove and several
different tools to beat you \Vith,
but I just think he gees unbelievably over-hyped. For instance, when he made his diving catch in the stands in 2004
to rob Trot Nixon of an at-bat,
that was all anyone heard about
for the next seven months. le
was a clutch cacch, but it wasn't
that great. He caught the ball
in foul territory before he ever
got to the stands. The only
reason he went into the stands
was because of his momentum
not because he actually dove
1

into the stands.
The same thing happened
when he made his famous flip
play against Oakland in 200 I.
That play got so much ink
just because he's on the New
York Yankees, which automarically transforms him into
a pinstriped god with a baby
face. He's great, but he's not as
fantastic as the media makes
him out to be.
These guys, however, aren't
nearly as overrated as Nolan
Ryan. I realize chat his record
of 5,714 career strikeouts will
never be touched by another
human and his 324 wins are
extremely impressive; however,
there are some statistics char
people definitely overlook

when it comes to the Ryan
Express.
Though he struck out 5,714
batters in his career, he also
walked 2,795. That equates
co 4.7 walks per nine innings
pitched for his career, which
is definitely less than stellar.
Watching a game with Ryan
on the bump was pretty much
watching him throw 100 mph
with a very slight inkling of
where it might end up.
Ryan also lost 292 games
to go along with his 324 wins.
That means that he averaged 13
wins and 12 losses per season.
Scrikeouts aren't everything,
folks .
I think che most impressive thing about Ryan is when

he put Robin Ventura in the
headlock of doom when Ventura tried to charge the mound,
which means chat an encounter
with Ryan would result in one
of three things: a strikeout, a
walk or a bashed face. The man
couldn'(locate a pitch, bur
he could locate your face and
punch it. Repeatedly.
Maybe Ryan can take care
of Jeter's baby face for him. I
chink chat woul,d greatly please
me.

BRA NDON HI GG INS
serves as the sports editor
for the 2007-2008 Bison.
He may be contacted at
bhiggins@hardi ng.edu
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NBA Needs To Work On
I ts Playoff Configuration

Hoppin' Hester

CHRIS O'DELL

Guest Sports
Column

I

CRAIG RAINBOLT IThe Bison
Freshman Patrick Hester participates in the long jump at the Harding Invitational Track Meet on
April S. Hester placed first in the event.

f you've checked the Western Conference standings .
lately, check again. There
is a good chance they have
changed radically. With the
NBA playoffs set to begin in
less than a week, the dominance of the Western Conference is becoming strikingly
apparent.
Going into the final week of
the regular season four teams
were tied for the top record in
the Western Conference with
seven games remaining. The
top six teams were also separated by two games or less.
To relate this to the opposing conference in the East, we
see that the sixth place Toronto
Raptors are currently 24 games
back of first place in their unrespected conference. The eighth
place team in the East also sits
at six games below .500.
In the West, the eighth
place ream is only seven games
back of first and is 18 games
above a .500 record.
This year's Western Confer-

ence playoff race was so tight
that David Stern, the commissioner of the NBA, even went
as far as saying it is "the most
exciting race we've ever had in
the history" of the NBA. And
I don't think anyone would
accuse the commissioner of
hyperbole when making that
statement.
Obviously, a problem exists
between the unbalance of powers in the NBA. Can it really be
fair for a team like the Golden
State Warriors to be left out of
the playoffs in the West with a
49-33 record, which would be
the fourth best record in the
Eastern Conference? Or how
about the fact that Washington, Toronto, Cleveland and
Philadelphia, all playoff teams
in the East, will finish wirh
worse records than the eighth
and ninth teams in the West.
The problem, however, is
not a difficult one to fix. In
fact, there is one very simple
solution that would guarantee
problems of this magnitude
would never occur again in the
NBA.
David Stern needs to
reevaluate the current playoff
system and simply do away
with the Eastern and Western
conferences. There should be
one uniform playoff race in the

PHYSICALITY: Toughness Will Prove Vital
CONTINUED from page 1a
kind of put some guys in a little
bit different position than they're
normally used to playing."
The Bison offense continues
to run the no-huddle scheme that
helped them lead the Gulf South
Conference in passing yards last
season.
New offensive coordinator TIm
Perry said the offensive scheme,
however, does not dictate their
aggressiveness.
"Even though we are a spread
team, we by no means are a finesse
team," Perry said. "We want to
have the mentality that we are
going to be more physical."
Leading the Bison offense this
spring is sophomore quarterback
Zach Tribble. Tribble has taken
first-team reps at quarterback

t

The Bison

with David Knighton, the 2007
GSC Offensive Player of the Year
and Harlon Hill Trophy finalist,
sitting out this spring to be eligible
next fall.
Also returning for the offense
is senior running backAlan Webster, the Bisons' leading rusher in
2007. Wide receivers Zac Ross,
Kurt Adams and Jordan Watson
also return. The three were second
through fourrh, respectively, in
receiving yards for the Bisons
in 2007.
Perry said, though, evaluation
of every player is a major part of
spring practice.
"As a coach, it gives you a chance
to look at every player in a game
situation," Perry said. "It gives us
the information for our decision
making for the fall."

NBA. This would mean that
instead of having eight teams
from two different conferences
make the playoffs, each team
in .t he league would compete
for one of the top 16 spots in
order to make the postseason.
This would ensure that the best
16 teams each year make the
playoffs, while the undeserving
teams go to Lottery Land.
Did I forget to mention that
the two top picks in last year's
draft went to two Western
Conference reams? Greg Oden
and Kevin Durant will only tip
the balance even further in the
West's favor. The rich are only
getting richer, while the poor
stay poor.
The mere fact t hat a possible
ride contender from the West
might be sitting at home come
playoff rime is absurd. The
Eastern Conference is a joke
and every NBA fan knows it.
Only in the NBA can a possible champio nship contender
miss the playoffs, while a 37-45
ream in the East makes the
postseason.
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CHRIS O'DELL is a guest
sports c olumnist for the
2007-2008 Bison. He may
be reache d a t code ll @harding.edu

·Went a combined 4-7
against Central Baptist
with 2 RBis.

· Is batting .297 for the
season with 20 RBis

•

RECRUITS: Fresh Faces Bring Optimism
CONTINUED from page 1 a

are new defensive linemen and
defensive ends L.J. Tarrant, Travis
Davis, Eddie Frazier and Josh
Aldridge. They will be joined on
the defensive side by defensive
backs C ole Wilson and Ryan
Williams. Huckeba is looking to
utilize these players in his attempts
to strengthen his defense in the

nest couple of seasons..
Rounding out the list ofsignees
are incoming quarterbacks Chaz
Rogers and Trey Martin. These
new recruits will look to provide
returning quarterback, David
Knighton, with some much needed
support and competition.
All these players have been
awarded some of the high est

honors, both athletically and
academically, that their schools
and their state could provide.
Huckeba said they are the guys
he will use in the upcoming years
to make the team's mission of
honoring God more evident. He
looks to them to be the leaders
and outstanding players of his
future teams.

•

Bisons Steadily Improving
By CHRISTOPHER O'DELL

positive," Huckeba said . "Other
quarterbacks have gotten so many
positive reps in practice this spring
After a 6-4 season last year, the that it's only going to m ake us
Bison football program anticipates better in the fall."
The backup quarterbacks that
a more successful season this year.
W ith most starters returning on Huckeba spoke ofare Zach Tribble
both sides of the ball, the Bisons and Nick Jones, who combined
will try to improve on both offense to complete 19 of 30 passes in
the team's first scrimmage.
and defense.
T h e Bisons w ill also work
"We h ave a much tough er
schedule this year," head football co improve o n th e other side
coach Ronnie Hucke ba said. of the ball, where their defense
"But we expect to have a much struggled last season, giving up
39.7 points per game. They will
improved football team."
The Bisons recently began have 10 of their 11 starters from
spring p ractices at First Security last season back on defense this
Stadium and have been forced year, wi th Rocky H all being
to practice without their starting the only defens ive player lost
quarterback, David Knighton, who to graduation . Huckeba said he
is sitting our spring practice to likes how his defense has looked
so far th is spring.
retain elibiliry for nexr fall.
''We are very pleased with
Huckeba said Knighron's lack
of practice might actually be good the improvements that the guys
o n defense have made so far this
for the team in the long run.
"I think it's going to be a real spring," Huckeba said.

student reporter

TAYLOR DURHAM IThe Bison
A Bison quarterback takes a snap in the shotgun formation as a running back splits out of the backfield
during a n April 16 practice. Harding will look to utilize its spread offe nse to put up big offensive numbe rs.
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The improvements m ade on
each side of th e ball in spring
practices are bringing optimism
for the Bisons. After finishing the
season 6-4 last year, the Bisons
have bigger goals fo r the upcoming season.
"Anything less than a championsh ip season is going to be
u nacceptable," defensive back
Billy McGahee said.
The Bisons will get their chance
in the fall, as they start the season
off against Missouri Southern on
Aug. 30 in Joplin, Mo.
"We want to srarr a tradition
here," Dolan said . "Not just of
winning seasons but of championship seasons."
T his was t h e last week of
spring practice for the Bisons as
they prepare to hold their annual
spring game at 6 p.m. Saturday at
First Security Stadium. Admission
is free and the game is open to
th e public.
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Wisley Correa

.T he Bisons conclude spring
practice witl1 their spring game at
6 p.m. Saturday at First Security
Stadium.
The scrimmage will match
the defense and the offense. The
defense can earn seven points for
a touchdown, four points for a
fumble or interception, three
points for forcing a three-and-out
and two points for a stop. The
offense can earn seven points for
a touchdown and three points
for moving the ball inside the
defense's 20-yard line.
Admission is &ee and donations
benefitting the Sunshine School
and its attempt to build a n ew
building will be accepted.
"We'd love for the student
body to com e our and support
us," Huckeba said.

-
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Harding, Arkansas State
Seek Research, Grants.
By HAYLEY TODD
Student Reporter

Pharmacy will be able ro access any
of[ASU's] facilities and resources.
Second, we will be able ro work
wirh rheir faculty ro jointly file
for grc:i.nts.
"This is a great opportunity
for both universities. We will be
able to access their capabilities,
and they will be able ro access
ours."

Harding University and Arkansas State University Jonesboro
signed an agreement to develop
pharmaceutical research opportunities. This agreement will allow
Harding's College of Pharmacy
and the Arkansas Biosciences
The collaboration betwee n
Insticuce at ASU to work togecher
for resea rch opporcunitics and the rwo universities \Vill allow
the joint submission of grant for the Pharmaceutical Sciences
faculty ro develop research geared
proposals.
The agreement, made in Janu- toward the betterment of sociecy
ary, was announced by Or. Carole and physical health.
It will also allow the opporCramer, executive director of the
tunity
for health related grants,
Arkansas Biosciences Institute
with
particular
foc us on drug
at ASU, and Dr. Julie HixonWallace, dean of the College of discovery, ro be jointly flied.
While the agreement is for the
Pharmacy.
This collaboration followed a faculty of both universities and nor
previous agreement1 the Coopera- individual student use, students
tive Research and Development working closely with particular
Agreement1 made between faculty will be given the opporHarding's College of Pharmacy tunity to work one on one in a
and the U.S. Air: Force Academy resea rch environment.
''AS U Jonesboro's Insrirure of
in Colorado Springs, Col., for
Biosciences
was just a natural fit
diagnostic research.
"This collaboration will allow for us," Yates said. "We hope that
us to do rwo things," said Dr. Bill from this collaboration we will
Yates, professor and chair for the attract not only grant funding but
Department of Pharmaceuti cal industry funding as well ."
ASU's Biosciences Institute
Sciences. "First, the College of

Smiles for Christ, an organization that aids children in
Honduras, hosted a basketball ,
"Shooting for a Smile," at the
GAC on April 5.
Senior Wilber Romero organized the tournament. H e said
the tournament was planned
for the sa me day as Bisons for
Christ.
"The main reason we chose
this date was because more people
would want to help on this parcicular day/' Romero said.
Sophomore Tadeo Sequeira
said it was a good idea to host
the tournament the same day as
Bisosn for C hrist.
"Students who do not have a
car co go ouc of che university were
able to help Smiles for Christ by
signing up in the cournatnenc,"
Sequeira said, '1We wanted to
offer an opportunity for students
to help on an important day at
Harding, while at the same rime
having fun for a good cause."
The sign-up for the basketball
tournament cos t $3 per person;
four men's ceams participated in

the cournament.
"Only men parricipated, buc
we are looking forward to have
women join in other future
rournamencs," Sequeira said.
Romero said one of che main
reasons they decided to have the
rournament was that basketball
is the most influential sport at
Harding. He said members of
Smiles for Christ did not have
a lot of time to organize th e
tournament.
" Bue ic was a real s u ccess
because we all h ad fun and
gave our best for a good cause,"
Romero sa id.
Romero said all of the teams
played great,
"Unfortunately, there could
only be one winner," he said.
The winning team con sisted
of some former players of the
H arding basketball ream.
" For next year's tournament,
we are afso planning to award
ch ~ winner wich a trophy,"
Romero said.
Sequeira said the tournament
rai sed $85 that will hel p them
reach their goals. H e said the
m0ney raised was added to rhe
funds that will help the organiza-

3b

Kinder Garden

will allow Harding to use their
sta te-of-the-art facilities in plant
genetic engineering, DNA and
protein analyses, mammalian cell
culcure, microscopy and analytical support.
The facility will also enable
a broad spectrum of research
activities that range from direct
manipulations ac che DNA and
sin gle-cell level ro large-scale
bioproduccion and assessment of
medically active compound s.
The goal of such agree1nents
between Harding, ASU Jonesboro
and the U.S. Air Force Academy
is to further d1e research capabilities of Harding. Harding, unlike
many other universities, is not
fac ilitated for n1ajor researc h
at this time, bur the hope of
the Pharmaceutical Sciences
Department is that over time,
the College of Pharmacy will
become known for its research
capabilities.
"Our hope is chac ir will bring
a heightened public awareness
that will propel us in rh e area of
scholarship and help us maintain
research funding," Yates said. "We
really hope this program will
be a lasti ng one and will grow
trem endously through time."
TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison

Smiles For Christ Shoots
Hoops To Spread Smiles
By LAURA NAVARRO
Stud en t Reporter

Fri day, April 18, 2008

tion reach their goals.
"Our short- te rm goal is to
provide sc hool suppli es for the
children who attend school ,"
Sequeira said. ''And our long-term
goal is co provide eleccticicy ro
chc region of rhe school."
Sequeira said in order to reach
their long-term goal, $5,000 is
needed.
"I believe that with hard work
and devoted time, Sm iles for
Christ will be more successful
each semester," Seq ueira said.
H e said Smiles for C hrist is
also working with Theta Nu Xi
Clu b. The club members are
giving ouc coupo ns from che
Underground Cafe.
"For each coupon presented
at the Underground Cafe, Smiles
for Christ will receive 25 cents,"
Sequeira said.
According to Sequei ra , the
to urn amen t was a great \vay
to advertise Sm iles for C hrist
in a different activity for the
organization.
"The tournament not o nl y
allowed us to receive donations,
but we were also able to enjoy of
a fun cime with the participants,"
he said.

•

Brian Ki.n der mixes his guitar and banjo skills with his ability to write whimiscal songs to appeal to ch il-

dren. He collaborates with his wife Terri.

Sophomore Planning
Service Through Music
By JENNIFER GIBSON
Student Reporter
Marie Yates, a Music majoi
from Michigan, has a h earc ·and
a mind for helping people, From
her work with Pierced, Jacob's
Place, and the Lierle Rock Crew,
she has an abundance of exp erie n ce with th e hom eiess and
the needy.
Yates' work began in the fall
of 2006 with a small group of
friends going ro the projects in
Little Roc k o n Sat urday mornings. This group calls themselves
the Li ttle Rock C rew, and every
Saturday morning che C re w
meets in th e student center to
divide into sub groups. These
sub g ro up s will go into the
projects, the Stew Pot, o r the
Salva tio n Army to talk ro the
homeless. Both groups build
relationships with the homeless
co whe:re Yates and och ers ca n
cake che kids to a movie or an
afternoon away from che projects
and thei r normal life.
Yates' volunteer work continued in September with Pierced,
which is a group on campus that
sponsors love feas ts, ;,iwareness

weeks, and fund raisers for other
groups on campus. Later chis
month, Pierced will be sponsoring Earth Week
Through Pierced, Yates started
working with Jacob's Place in
October where she volunteers
as a shift manager. When working as a shift manager, Yates
would answer the phone for
emergency call - ins , make sure
all the families are following the
rules, and build relationship s
with all families.
But while she's finishing her
Music degree, Yates wants to
bring more to the Little Rock
Crew. She plans to incorporate
music into their work by providing worship mu sic outside che
m eeting areas.
" Playing music is another
way to reach our co the homeless
and hopefully build more relationships," said Yates. "I would
also like to be able to rake more
kids out of the projects for the
day. It gets them our of their
element and helps us build a
better relationship."
But that's not all Yates wants
to do. After graduation Yates
has rwo very different plans to

work in the community where
evei she happens to live, One
plan if she lives in the United
States, and another if she lives
ourside of the U.S.
If Yates were Cd live in t he
United States, she wants to
organize a place of community
living, where everyone depends
on everyone for evcryching.
"'These communities are like
the church in Acrs where they
shared everything and you meet
everyone's needs," said Yates.
Yates said that adding music
wou ld be a way to teach and
bring more people and kids
into the community, and create
relationships with everyone, and
with God.
But ourside the U.S. Yates
plans to go into Africa and
open a huge orphanage where
all kids are welcome and of
course, they can learn about
music and God.
Marie Yates has big dreams
and a big heart for serving the
Lord. No matter where she ends
up after her years at Harding,
she is sure to be helping someone, somewhere grow c loser
to God.

Group Eyes Lacrosse Club
By CHRISTIE CRONK
Student Reporter

Invisalign®Open House
Friday, Nov. 9TH 9:00AM - 3:00PM
Dr. Todd Wyatt will be providing
lnvi salign treatment con sultations
to answer your qu est ion s about
lnvisalign treatment, th e clear way
to straighten tee th.
If yo u h ave
wonde red if lnvisalign is ri ght for
you,
ask
the
scheduling
coordinator to schedule you for an
appointment!

TODD WYATI, DMD• TIM DUKE, DDS
WITH STAFF

Although nor a n official
Harding spore, men's lacrosse has
become popular. Now the ladies
are looking for the same populariry1 and a wo men's lacrosse ream
is in the process of forming on
H arding 1s campus.
Juni or Sophia Lin ehan has
b een one of the main women
heading up the start of the
women's lacrosse ceanl.
Linehan said her idea for a
team is ro "edu ca te and give
girls a different sport to play,
especially ones that like to play
rough."
She and others are hoping ro
gee eno ugh wom en interested
co m ake a clu b ceam like che
men's lacrosse.
Lin ehan said she wanted
co start the team was because

she was sick of just watching
the game,
"I want to play," Linehan said.
"I am not a good cheerleader. I
like to get my hands dirty. And
1 want to bring something new
to the sc hool. Something that I
grew up wich."
Since there is not an official
team, there is currently no coach.
How long che ream take s to
ki ck off will determine when
it gets a coach.
Women's lacrosse is a pretty
rough sport, Women who play
lacrosse are taught to go for rhe
ball, then the player. Many ankle
and knee injuries occur. In addition,
girls are hit in the head and eyes
because they check each other's
sticks. Women's lacros.se differs in
many ways from men's lacrosse.
Penakiesi protective gear, sec up
of the field, rules and equipment
are all very'different.

Women's lacrosse practices are
held every Tuesday and Thursday
in front of the Ganus Athletic
Center. They are still in the teaching stages because a lac of new
girls come out and cry it.
The team cries to have a
team-oriented focus each practice. Currently, only about 15
girls come our for the women's
lacrosse practices. It is unpredictab le and varies with eac h
semester. So far, chere are o n ly
about six or seven girls who are
committed, and only four or five
ladies have experience. Many
of the other ladies who come
our are still giving the game a
try to see if chis is a sport chey
will enjoy that will be worth
putting che time into. Lineh an
said he has been trying to recruit
through other freshman, posters
around cam pus and Face book
announcements.
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patients: FREE teeth whitening
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FREE consultation!
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'Dan' Delivers

'The Actor's Nightmare'

Hope
By SHAYNA VARNER
student reporter

A

t times, Hollywood
actors tend to lose their
luster after a brilliant
kickoff into the world of fame.
Sometimes, writers feel they
have to over-script slapstick
hilarity in order for an audience
to fall in love all over again.
However, standout Steve Carell
is a completely different story.
Carell has kept audiences
laughing with his awkwardly
hilarious and quirky characters
in comedies such as "The 40
Year-Old Virgin'' and "Evan
Almighty." And the newest edition to Carell's comedic dynasty,
"Dan In Real Life" is no different.
In this Focus Feature, Steve
Carel! plays a family-values
newspaper columnist who is
also the widowed father of three
daughters searching for the love
he has lost.
The surprise is that "Dan in
Real Life" turns out to be a modest and heart-warming comedy
where Carell, instead of drowning in a bath of "warm and fuzzy
feelings," holds on to his inner
wild man in the shrewdest way
possible. Carell's Dan Burns is
a good father. But in the words
of his youngest daughter, he is
"sometimes a bad dad."
The overprotective and
sometimes socially-inept Burns
packs up his station wagon with
his three daughters and ventures
out to his folks' humble abode
on the Rhode Island coast for
a weekend family reunion. As
soon as he walks through the
door, Burns is immediately
sucked into and overwhelmed
with the swirl of parents, brothers, nieces and nephews.

By JENNIFER GIBSON
student reporter

I

t's Monday morning and
you're walking to class. You
look down the sidewalk
and you see red hair bouncing
head and shoulders above everyone else. It's early, so maybe
you're seeing things. But as you
get closer, you realize this. is
real: Jordan Rousseau standing at 7'10" on PowerRisers.
Sightings such as these might
be the first time you've seen
Rousseau, but he's been recognized for his roles in many of
the productions at Harding.
Rousseau's theater career at
Harding began in 2005 with
a role in Disney's "Beauty and
the Beast" as an ensemble
member. During fall 2006 he
was in "Fiddler on the Roof,"
in spring 2007 he was in "The
Tavern" and this spring he will
play Mushnik, the florist in
"Little Shop of Horrors."
With all of that behind
him, Rousseau's next project is
· his own production, "The Effects of Gamma-Rays on Manin-the-Moon Marigolds." This
hour-long, two-act production
centers around a mother and
her two daughters and their
struggles with deep personal
conflicts and inner demons.
"This show will challenge
the audience to empathize with
the inner demons of others and
see there's something beautiful
in all of us," Rousseau said.
Although rehearsals have
just started, Rousseau kept
busy during his semester in
England last fall. From editing
the script to communicating with his production team
through e-mail and Facebook,
Rousseau had to start planning
his production an..ocean away.
"The Effects of GammaRays on Man-in-the-Moon
Marigolds" has a cast of five
women and no men. Ir is
scheduled to open April 24
at the Ulrey Performing Ans
Center at 7:00 p.m. each
night. The cost is $4 or free
with The Pass.

TAYLOR DURHAM IThe Bison
Aimee Cancienne (left) and Ben Scharff perform a scene from the play "The Actor's Nightmare" Saturday night at the Ulrey Performing Arts Center. Cancienne played the part of
Sarah and Scharff took on the role of George, an actor thrust into an unknown role.

Moriey For Pizza

By ALEX BLAIR
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After being snubbed by all
three daughters on the first
morning of their trip, Dan
drives into town for a newspaper, and it's there he meets
Marie.
Marie Quliette Binoche)
has soft, touchable chestnut
curls, an overbite to die for and
everything a lonely man with
three daughters would ever
want.
Dan presses for the woman's
number, even after learning she
has a boyfriend, and returns to
his parent's home in a blissful
daze. Upon his arrival, he learns
his lady in waiting is dating his
brother Mitch (Dane Cook).
Needless to say, it's a jaw dropper
for Dan and his flirty female
companion.
In the real world, Dan loves
his brother, who looks like
he might be settling down at
last. And in order to save face,
Dan has to hold in his feelings - more than that, he
has to try to kill them - and
the whole movie spins around
Carell's inspired performance as
a man who is going quietly nuts
because fate has decided to toy
with him. He pines and he rages
- and he does it all under the
radar, so no one in the family
ever suspects a thing.
"Dan in Real Life" was
directed by Peter Hedges, whose
undercutting wit makes this film
so charming. Newcomer Cook
and newer 'old' faces such as
Carell and Binoche light up the
screen in this new-era chick flick
about two grown-ups who fall in
love because they look as if they
truly do need each other.
"Dan in Real Life" is a
comedy of faith that, in its
wised-up feel-good way, restores your faith too.
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The World's Most Brilliant Diamond
THE PERFECT DIAMOND FOR THE PERFECT WOMAN.

FOREVER
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Judy Hoggard -GR!. CRS
Exew1ille Broker
Cell: 501.593.1800

Phil Hoggard
Sales Associate

Celt 501.953.1700
Email: j'.ht@togaardteanu:om
Otlice: 501.268.3335
wwwJ!ogpardteam.com

71 Facets, l 0 Hearts, l 0 Arrows
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Triple 0 Certificate
with Each Stone ... These Are Incredibly Brilliant Diamonds!
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• NOW HIRING •
Don't just get any job; get one that will add
something to your future. Working for the
Petit Jean yearbook or the Bison newspaper
is a unique opportunity that offers real-life
experience; it looks great on a resume too!

Email: judy#llllggaldleam.ccm

The Real Estate Leaders.

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

~old
fine jewelry • gemologist

501-268-4684
1545 E. Race • Searcy
www.tarasgold.com

·HURRY·
TODAY IS THE LAST DAY TO APPLY
Applications are available in Student Center 211
Questions?: call 279-4139
or email thebison@harding.edu
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eeds To Work On
off .C onfiguration
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ence playoff race \Vas so right
rhar David Stern, che commissioner of the NBA, even went
as far as saying it is "the most
exciting race we've ever had in
the history" of the NBA. And
I don't think anyone would
accuse the commissioner of
hyperbole when making rhat
statement.
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Obviously, a problem exists
between the unbalance of powers in the NBA. Can it really be
fair for a team like the Golden
State Warriors to be left our of
the playoffs in rhe West with a
49-33 record, which would be
the fourth best record in the

Eastern Conference? Or how
about the fact chat Washington, Toronto, Cleveland and
Philadelphia, all playoff teains
in the East, will finish with
worse records than the eighth
and ninth reams in the West.
The problem, however, is
not a difficult one co fix. In
fact, there is one very simple
solution that would guarantee
problems of this magnitude
would never occur again in the
NBA.
David Stern needs to
reevaluate the current playoff
system and simply do away
with the Eastern and Wesrerri.
conferences. There sho uld be
one uniform playoff race in the

FEATURES
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(Leatherheads' Fails To Score
By CHRISTIE CRONK
student reporter

S

et in rhe mid 1920s,
"Learherheads'' is a
romantic comedy about
the beginnings of rhe world of
professional football when there
were no rules or regulations.
&centric and aging Dodge
Connelly, played by George
Clooney, is in his mid 40s and
still wans to play football. When
Connelly's foorball ream, the
Duluth Bulldogs, runs our of
money, he comes up wirh a plan
to help his team, and helps legitimize the world of professional
football along the way. He recruits rhe football sensation and
all-American war hero Carter
"the bullet" Rurherford, played
by John Krasinski, in hopes that
rhe crowd will follow him and
bring in money for professional
football. Ar the same time, the
Chicago Tribune has sent one of

NBA. This would mean that
instead of having eight teams
from two different conferences
make the playoffs, each team
in the league would compete
for one of the top 16 spots in
order to make the postseason.
This would ensure that the best
16 reams each year make the
playoffs, while the undeserving
teams go ro Lorrery Land.
Ojd I forget ro mention that
the two top picks in last year's
draft went to two Western
Conference teams? Greg Oden
and Kevin Durant will only tip
the balance even further in the
West's favor. The rich are only
getting richer, while the poor
stay poor.
The mere fact that a possible
ti de contender from rhe West
might be sirring at home come
playoff time is absurd. The
Easrern Conference is a joke
and every NBA fan knows it.
Only in the NBA can a possible championship contender
miss the playoffs, while a 37-45
team in rhe East makes the
posrseason.

rheir top, hard-edged reporters,
Lexie Littleton, played by Renee
Zellweger, to get the scoop on
Rurherford's war stories and
uncover the truth. The problem
arises when both Connelly and
Rutherford full for Linleron.
This movie just shoots the
breeze wirh no real villains

and no extraordinary drama
or danger.just dropping a few
funny lines here and there.
Connelly's wacky sense ofhpmor is contrasted with Littleton's
smart aleck remarks, malting it
very amusing bur not amazing. "Leathetheads" does its job
entertaining you and provides a
nice relief from rhe real world,
bur as with many movie like
this, it is also very forgettable.
Clooney was also the director
for "Leatherheads," and unfortunately it just doesn't stand
up to his previous two movies,
"Confessions of a Dangerous
Mind" and "Good Night And
Good Luck," but those were two
hard acts to follow.
Clooney does, however, do
a good job at blending both
the sports and rhe romantic
comedy elements. He makes it
lighd1earred, funny and easy to
understand, with audiences only
needing to know the basic rules

offootball. Yet the football story
is enough to keep it from being
your srereoryp"ic.al romantic
comedy.
Clooney does an OK job at
capturing the spirit of the roaring 20s. It is often hard to shoot
a film from this era and make it
look right. Not many people do,
so Clooney wins some points
for what he has done. He makes
events such as prohibition raids,
bar fights and team rivalries
seem humorous and entenaining. Since it was only the beginning of professional football,
there were no set rules, and the
Duluth Bulldogs won most of
their games using some dicey
plays such as "Crusty Bob."
The music score, cpmposed by Randy Newlnan,
was also good with a j~zzy,
upbeat feel appropriate to the
ti1nes. The sepia tones rhe
costumes and the set g ve a
good 1920s vibe as we I.

Capturing Haiti

I
CHRIS O'DELL is a guest
sports columnist for the

2007-2008 Bison. He may
be reached at code ll @harding.edu

Wisley Correa

•

•Went a combined 4-7

against Central Baptist
with 2 RBis.
• Is batting .297 for the
season with 20 RBis

TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
Alyssa Moran's mother admires Philip Holsinger's photograph during the Imagining Haiti art show opening night Saturday at

the Sears Honors House. The show features pictures taken during Moran and Holsinger's time in Haiti. Imagining Haiti runs
throug h April 27 and proceeds from photo sales will help fund the founding of a library/cafe !n Gonaives, Haiti.

•

H arding Squirrels

•

By AMANDA PRUITI

You KNOW, l'M
REALLY SAWY
SoP\.l\STICATED, 1

{ 0ARlW G. .•.
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April 14
• (1865) Pres. Abraham
incoln was assassinated
y John Wilkes Booth.
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positive,'' Huckeba said. "Other
quarterbacks have gonen so many
positive reps in practice this spring
that it's only going to make us
better in the fall."
The backup quarterbacks that
Huckeba spoke of are Zach Tribble
and Nick Jones, who combined
to co 1nplete 19 of 30 passes in
the ream's first scrimmage.
The Bisons will also work
to improve on the other side
of the ball, where their defense
struggled last season, giving up
39.7 points per game. They will
have 10 of their 11 starters from
last season back on defense this
year, with Rocky Hall being
the only defensive player lost
to graduation. Hu ckeba sa id he
likes how his defense has looked
so far this spring.
"We are very pleased with
the improven1ents that the guys
on defense have made so far this
spring,'' Huckeba said.

The improvements made on
each side of the ball in spri ng
practices are bringing optimism
for the Bisons. After finishing rhe
season 6-4 last year, the Bisons
~ave bigger goals for the upcom ing season.
"Anything less than a championship seaso n is going to be
unacceptable," defensive back
Billy McGahee said.
The Bisons will get their chance
in the fall, as they start rhe season
off against Missouri Southern on
Aug. 30 in Joplin, Mo.
"We want to start a tradition
here," Dolan said. "Not just of
winning seasons but of championship seasons."
This was the last week of
spring practice for the Bisons as
rhey prepare to hold their annual
spring game at 6 p.m. Saturday at
First Security Stadium. Admission
is free and the game is open to
the public.
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April 15
• (1912) Titanic sank
ff the coast of
ewfoundland after
striking an iceberg.
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Say Hello To
'Goodbye Blues'
By MICHELLE GREER
student reporter

T

he Hush Sound has
reentered the music
scene with rhe band's
third studio album, released
March 18. This album, entitled
"Goodbye Blues," has already
become one of my favorites.
Since I got this album, it has
only left my CD player to be
ripped to my computer. With
each rime that I listen to it, I
hear something new that I love.
This Chicago-based quartet
is comprised of Bob Morris,
Chris Faller, Darren Wilson and
Greta Salpeter. This band stands
apart from many others in their
blues, ballads, etc. With these
additions of different genres
creative integration of significant
and mature lyrics, the band
piano melodies into their songs.
developed a more grown - up
The lead vocalists are both Bob
Morris and Grera Salperer. In
sryle.
their first two CDs, the vocals
Some of the stand-our songs
were split evenly between the
from this CD include "Honey,"
two singers. But for their most
"Medicine Man" and "Hurrecent album, Salpeter takes
ricane." Ar this point, my two
the reins on the majoricy of the
favorite songs on the album
songs. Out of rhe 13 songs, Mor- are "Hurricane" and "Love You
ris only takes the lead on three.
Much Better." I'm sure that as
The lack of Morris' voice on
I listen to it more, my favorites
the album is my main disapwill change. .
"Honey" is rhe band's first
pointment with this release.
Aside from his three solo songs, single from this CD. This
he does accompany Salpeter in
single retains some of the
a few of the songs. But for me,
jazzy undertones from their
this isn't enough. With this imprevious albums. The chor us
balance of vocals, it makes this
of this song·is catchy, and you
CD seem less "Hush Sound"
will find yourself singing it
than the previous two albums.
throughout the day.
This disappointment of
The first half of the CD is
the album seems trivial to the
much stronger than the latter
great points of the album.
half, but che second half still
This album shows a matuhas its strong points. This band
rity the band lacked in their
is not well-known, bur they are
former CDs. While listenin g
worth checking out. "Goodto this CD, I hear the subtle
bye Blues" while nor as great
d iffe rences in song styling.
as their previous CDs, is still
Some songs reference swing,
worth listening to.
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Answers To Last Week 's Crossword Puzzle

Sudoku
s6 1
9 2 e
3 1 4
1 9 2
4 8 3
7 15 El
8 3 g
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April 16
• (1948) Baseball
egend Babe Ruth dies.
April 17
• (1521) Martin Luther
·s excommunicated
rom the Roman
atholic Church.

•

Friday, April 18, 2008

Apr il 18
• (1909) Joan of (\re
eclared a Saint.
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For all your

CHIROPRACTIC
needs call US today!
6,9,t12Mo.

1 ft 2 Bedrooms
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- -SCENIC AREA
- -- - - L AUNDRY
----~--CLUB HOUSE
- -- -- - - PRIVATE POOL

501.268 .6296
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268-4101

WI Carport!

303 E. Center

Dr. John Baines ('75)
Dr. Jennifer Fipps ('04)

Specializing in spine and nerve rehabilitaion.
We bill insurance for you.

WANTED!!
"1 O" Health conscious + money st arved individuals
who want + need extra Energy!

THE WORLDS

FIRST

HEALTHY

ENERGY DRINK!
Join the Bevolution!

Only 24 Cal. + 5 Carbs
888.297.448 1 [24/7) www.drinkactusa.com
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Success
Polish Runners Excel At HU
By KIM KOKERNOT
student reporter

W

th a fierce sweat
dripping off fatigued
muscles and long,
smooth strides propelling him
forward, Przemek Bobrowski
used a rush of adrenaline to
pass one last competitor. In
the final leg of the race, he
sealed his victory, lifting his
hands in triumph as he crossed
the finish line at the national
competition.
"Sometimes you run a race
and you think you don't have
anything left, but when you get
to the last 200 meters and see
a guy just in front of you, you
can push yourself to find the
extra energy to go after him,"
Polish graduate student Artur
Kern said. "It's the most exciting moment from the race."
During this pinnacle moment, spectators provide the
encouragement that helps
athletes to push past mental
and physical exhaustion.
"When we see thousands of
people in stands that support
us, it helps," Kern said. "It's
like when you go to a basketball game and the fans scream
your name, and they scream
go Bisons; it gives you extra
energy and intimidates your
rivals."
Bobrowski echoed that
sentiment. "It creates a good
environment when everyone
around you is screaming; it's
loud, and it pushes you," he
said.
With the aid of scholarships, these students have
found success in the United
States. Kern and Bobrowski
have both earned All-American honors.
"Once I got here, my
motivation was to earn the
scholarship I was given,"
Bobrowski said.
As the winner of the
Little Rock marathon last
year, along with victories
in the Polish and NCAA II
Championships, he has done
just that. Because he is out
of eligibility at Harding, he
continues to seek other opportunities.
"My overall dream is to
get to the Olympics, and I'm
hoping I still have a chance,"
Bobrowski said. "It requires a
lot of hard work."
Running is a sport not
only of skill, but of mental
preparation. To contend with
other talented athletes, selfcontrol and motivation are a
necessity.
In order to prepare for competition, individual challenges
have been faced with a bold
enthusiasm for the sport and a
dedication to training.
"Everything needs to work
at a very special moment in a

race, so you have to prepare
yourself. You can practice beforehand, but during a race,
you have to work mentally
and physically," Kern said.
"Training prepares you. You
don't just go out and jog. If
you run 80 to 100 miles per
week, it takes motivation."
But the victories of these
runners extend past their
physical capabilities. In 2006
to 2007, Kern was honored as
a CoSida Academic All-District
athlete. He said that accomplishment and his All-American titles are the two achievements he is proudest of during
his time at Harding.
He also placed in the top
three at the Polish Nationals
where he was able to represent
his own country.
Each international student
has made the sacrifice of leaving home and coming to a
country with a foreign culture,
language and lifestyle.
"What hit me is that
people try to be polite here.
Sometimes people are afraid
to say what they really feel
and what they really think,"
Bobrowski said. "Back home,
if somebody wants to say
something, you will hear it."
Overall, there is a difference
of cultural propriety.
"In Poland, people are
more honest in their answers," Kern said. "If someone asks how you're doing,
and you're having a bad day,
you tell them."
Yet not all cultural alterations have turned out to be
negative.
"I value American runners
more than Polish runners,"
Bobrowski said. "Back home,
they do a lot of calculations. They complain about
the weather, the conditions,
the organization - here,
students stand on the starting
line, hear the gun and start
running. They don't care if
it's raining or cold. They just
run. That's what actually
helped me to shape a little bit
of myself. It makes me value
the competition here."
Jake Kidd, student and
runner from Birmingham,
Ala., shares .an apartment
with Bobrowski, Kern and
Wojciech Kopec, a freshman
Polish student on the track
and cross country team.
"The Polish runners have
taught me a lot about training, discipline and maturity.
And they've shown me how to
cook, which has been a blessing," Kidd said. "One of the
things I've taken from them
is to be patient and to train
hard, but train smart. They're
a great group of guys, and I'm
really glad and fortunate that
I can live with them and learn
something from them."

Photos courtesy of HU Public Relations
Freshman Wojciech Kopec outruns an opponent at the finish
line during a cross country meet in Hoover, Ala., on Oct. 20.

